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INSIDE:
Heather Key and CrysiliftatIrts arc winners
of the Bank of Murray's Board of Directors' scholarships.
Page 10

SPORTS:
Want to play the name
game? Try to guess
who Murray State is
going to announce on
their list of finalists for
the basketball head
coaching position.
Page 8

TODAY
Monday, July 22
WORLD
SULE1MANIYEH, Iraq —
Hundreds of Kurdish guerrillas,
machine guns and rifles slung
over their shoulders, control this
northern city after a battle with
Iraqi soldiers. Page 2

STATE
PARK CITY — The utterly
black passageways, bright-white
gypsum ceilings and dramatic
limestone columns deep inside
Mammoth Cave seem remote
from the outside world, but pollution from the surface reaches
far down into the world's
longest cave. Page 3

SPORTS
For Roy Cothran, winning the
Oaks Invitational was as easy as
1-2-3. Page 8

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Despite a

consensus that the recession has
ended, economists say some
areas of the country will continue to stagger while others
bounce back. Page 2

FORECAST
Mostly clear, warm and muggy.
Low in the mid 70s. Southwest
wind 5 to 10 mph. Tuesday:
Partly sunny, hot and humid. A
30 percent chance of thunderstorms late. High in the mid 90s.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.2, +0.1; below 301.6, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
358.3, +0.1; below 302.3, -0.4
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Tired Bush ends
one road trip,
readies for another
ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP) —
After a grueling nine-day trip, a
weary President Bush headed back
to Washington today facing a quick
turnaround for next week's summit
in Moscow and the signing of a
major nuclear-arms treaty.
At a brief airport departure ceremony, Bush repeated his pledge to
increase military assistance for
Turkey. In addition, he said the
United States will provide $1 million to help Turkish villages along
the Iraqi border cope with losses
suffered because of the „flood of
Kurdish refugees from northern
Iraq.
Bush also made one last appeal
for Turkey and Greece to resolve
their 17-year-old dispute concerning Turkish occupation of part of
Cyprus.
"If the wall in Berlin can fall to
human brotherhood, so can ancient
hatred on Cyprus," Bush said.
In his departure remarks, Bush
said his administration would continue the search a solution to the
Cyprus dispute, working with
Turkey, Greece and the Greek and
Turkish Cypriot population in support of the negotiating effort led by
the United Nations.
Bush also pledged to "stand side
by side in maintaining an international force to preserve stability on
your southeastern frontier." That
comment referred to the allied
rapid deployment force stationed
on the Iraqi border in Turkey.
Turkish President Turgut Ozal
thanked Bush for making the twoday visit and said it highlighted the
"determination of our two countries to follow an ever-closer
relationship."
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Ready, set, splash

Competitors in the 8-under girls' individual medley erent react to the starter's command during Saturday morning's Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team Invitational at the N1urray-Calloway County Park. (See results on page 8.i
Staff photo by Daalel T. Parker

Baker expresses optimism on Israeli cooperation after meeting
JERUSALEM (AP) — Secretary of State James A. Baker to the Cabinet.
III met with Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir today and
Baker, who left Israel for Malaysia for a meeting of the
then expressed hope that Israel would accept the U.S. formula Association of Southeast Asian Nations, told reporters that
for a Mideast peace conference that has already won the Shamir promised him an early answer on the proposal that has
endorsement of Arab states.
already won the endorsement of Arab states.
The Israeli Cabinet met shortly after Baker and Shamir
Following a 90-minute session with Shamir, Baker said the
completed four hours of meetings over two days. No final Israeli official had promised him an early answer on whether
decision was made on Israeli response to the U.S. proposals the Jewish state would endorse the U.S. proposal. The formula
calls for Israel to negotiate directly with the Arabs on a settlefor a peace conference, Israeli sources said.
Shamir gave the Cabinet an upbeat assessment of the latest ment requiring Israel to relinquish territory in exchange for
U.S. effort and Arab response, according to the sources. He acceptance from its longtime enemies.
"For now, we will wait with great hope for a response from
referred to the position first taken by Syria in a letter to President Bush and now adopted by other Arab countries of a will- Prime Minister Shamir and his colleagues," Baker said.
Shamir's senior adviser, Avi Pazner, said the talks were
ingness to enter into face-to-face talks with Israel.
Israeli radio quoted Shamir as calling Syria's support for inconclusive. Four Baker aides were staying behind to conpeace talks a "revolutionary change" in its position, but later tinue discussions.
"There are still open questions and they will be clarified in
corrected the report to say Shamir was quoting Baker's view

the next few days," Pazner said.
But Baker was considerably more upbeat.
"I think that this is a moment of historic opportunity," he
said. "For 43 years, Israel has sought direct negotiations with
its neighbors, and it has been right to do so.
"Direct negotiations arc the only way to solve problems
and the only way to secure peace, and now there is a - real
opportunity to get to these face-to-face negotiations.
Meanwhile, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak urged Israel
to accept the U.S. formula for a peace conference and to stop
building settlements in occupied Arab territories.
Mubarak alleged that Israel has sent Jewish settlers to 65
percent of the Arab territory it occupies. Soon, he said, there
will be no Arab lands to negotiate about.
"It's now up to Israel to make up its mind, stand up to its
responsibilities and accept the basis that the international
community has accepted for a peaceful settlement."

Kentucky Democrats meet at Kenlake to discuss campaign strategy
and a commitment to principle:—%- corned input from its members.
There's
no limit to what we can
"If you think I'm taking the
Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
accomplish," said Brereton Jones,
wrong position on an issue, pick up
the party's nominee for governor.
the phone and call me. I'm here to
Leaders of the Kentucky DemoJones said he feels people are
listen to what you have to say,"
cratic party held a meeting to plan
ready to build the party and he welJones said.
strategy for the November election
Also speaking was the party's
nominee for attorney general, Chris
Gorman. He said education will be
his main topic of interest.
"One of the things I will commit
to you is I am not going to be a
candidate for governor or lieutenant governor in 1995. It really
doesn't matter who gets the credit,
as long as you get the job done.
What we need to do is instill new
confidence in the system." he said.
Jonn Stephenson, the Democratic
candidate for the superintendent of
public instruction, said he feels
education reform will succeed and
improve the system.
"Democrats gave us education
reform and we will make sure it
works," he said.
Democratic officials attended a meeting Saturday at Kentucky Dam Village State Park in Gilbertsyille to
Party Chairman Grady Stumbo
said the party needs to address both
plan strategy for the fall and hear members concerns. From left: John L. Keller, president of the Kentucky Young Democrats, U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Kentuck Democratic Party Chairman Grady Stumshort and long-term goals which
bo and Vice Chair Gayle Rogers, Democratic gubernatorial nominee Brereton Jones and the part's attorney general nominee Chris Gorman.
Staff photo by Cyrus Muff
(Cont'd on page 2)

By CYRUS AFZALI

Saturday at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park in Gilbertsville.
"If we're going to win, we have
to have fighters on our side and we
have to have a room full. We're
going to build on honesty, integrity

First volunteer
members of local
MP company leave
for Persian Gulf
The first of 45 volunteer
members of Murray's Kentucky
National Guard 614th Military
Police Company left Sunday
around noon for Fort Dix, NJ.,
on their way to Saudi Arabia,
according to a published report.
Eight members of the 614th,
scheduled to replace its sister
MP unit, thc 438th MP Company of Louisville, left from
Barkley Airport in Paducah for
the Persian Gulf.
The other members are scheduled to leave Aug. I. Their
tour of duty may last up to a
year.
Unit members are from all
over western Kentucky, including Paducah, Mayfield, Murray,
Benton, Marion, Cadiz and
some Tennessee towns.
The 614th is part of the 198th
MP Battalion, headquartered in
Frankfort.

Chamber to conduct annual membership drive
On Tuesday, July 23, and Wednesday, July 24, the - MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce will conduct a membership drive for new members. The
goal this year is to add 75 new
members *ringing the total membership to approximately 675 individuals and businesses. Six teams
will be contacting prospective
businesses and individuals from a
phone bank at Murray State
University.
This drive for new members will
involve more than 50 community

leaders over a two-day period telling the Chamber's story. The
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce is the business community working together. It is a
voluntary organization of citizens,
who are investing their time and
money in community development
— trying to improve the agricultural, business, industrial, and civic
well-being of Calloway County.
The purpose of the Chamber is
to sponsor any activity that will
lead to the creation of more dollars
for more people and improve the

overall economic welfare of the
county. President Joe Dick said.
"The Chamber is our community
clearing house for ideas, activities
and information, to translate community improvement ideas into
action and to always be of the most
service to the most people in oer
area."
How has the Chamber done in
this effort? Steve Zca, the Executive Vice President indicated the
econOmy has continued to grow.
"In the last three years the civilian
workforce has grown from 15,410

persons working in 1988 to last
year's total of 16,759 in 1990, or
an increase of 1,349 new jobs in
three years at the same time the
unemployment rate tlas fallen from
a yearly average of 4.6 percent in
1988 to 4.3 percent in 1990." He
indicated this trend was continuing
to 1991.
As a voice for the business community, the Chamber continues to
take the lead role on issues like the
Special Events Center, city and
county beautification, airport
improvements, industry expansion,

retirement marketing and school
business education programs just to
name a few.
The Chamber needs any business
or individual who wants to improve
this community to join its membership. A membership in the Chamber of Commerce is ,an investment
in a better community.
To learn more about the benefits
of Chamber membership and an
opportunity to participate in shaping our community's future call the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
at 753-5171.
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News of t he world

Economic recovery to be uneven across nation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite a consensus that the recession has
ended, economists say some areas of the country will continue to stagger
while others bounce back
"The recovery is going to be as varied as the recession was," said
Mark M. Zandi of Regional Financial Associates, a West Chester, Pa.,
economic forecasting firm.
The Bush administration and most private analysts believe the national
recession ended sometime during the April-June quarter. Still, just as
some areas escaped the downturn entirely, other regions will see their
economies continue to shrink.
Michael Boskin, chairman of President Bush's Council of Economic
Advisers, told a recent White House news conference:
"I think it is crucial to point out that there is a wide variety of differences across regions and industries, and the recovery will not occur at the
same time and at the same pace in different parts of the country and in
different industries."
Some industries are still contracting, while others grew during the
recession, Boskin said.
The manufacturing sector, for instance, is showing signs of recovering
and will boost the economies where it is located.
Commercial real estate, on the other hand, is overbuilt in many areas
and will curb economic growth in those regions, possibly for years.
Despite the apparent economic recovery nationally, Zandi said last
week, "The Mid-Atlantic states from Maine to Virginia are still mired in
recession. They entered the recession first and will emerge last."

Sound
_ cyllaster

SULEIMANIYEH, Iraq (AP) —
Hundreds of Kurdish guerrillas,
machine guns and rifles slung over
their shoulders, control this northern city after a battle with Iraqi
soldiers. Even the provincial governor's office is surrounded.

ckcording

CU c

Announces the relocation of its
16-track recording studio to
Benton, KY

(Cont'd from page 1)
include recruiting more members.
"Our number one short-term goal

Cassette, LP or CD Albums
Custom Soundtracks•Demos•Jingles
Call or write today to discuss your recording project
or to receive complete information about our studio

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Rt. 2 Box 84A, Benton, KY 42025

Shell
Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-0-0 (three, zero.
zero); Lotto: 3-4-10-17-18-35
(three, four, ten, seventeen,
eighteen, thirty-five); estimated
jackpot: $1.5 million
Sunday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 9-0-7 (nine, zero, seven

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.

Pi991Y wiggly
19101.441241056A DAY; SAI I7&IG4T

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
U Headaches
0 Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
U Arthritis
3 Shoulder Pain
J Stiffness
LI Bursitis
U Arm/Leg Pain
J Numbness
U Hip Pain
U Cold Hands/Feet
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

Last week's heavy fighting also
sent 20,000 Kurds fleeing Suleimaniyeh toward the Iranian border,
the International Committee of the
Red Cross said Sunday. The developments could hurt prospects for a
Kurdish autonomy agreement.

Chamber to conduct...

PRODUCING QUALITY MUSIC FOR:

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
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is to win in November. We're
going to build on the future.
There's no reason why we
(shouldn't) have a major registration drive. For every one Democrat
on the college campus, there are 10
Republicans, but they're going to
school using programs founded by
Democrats," he said.
Stumbo also said that all Democrats, regardless of who they supported in the primary, need to unite
for the general election.
"We've got to take the fence
down," Stumbo said.
Also in attendance at the meeting was U.S. Representative Car'roll Hubbard. He defended his support of Dr. Floyd G. Poore for governor during the primary, but said
he planned to fully support Jones.
"I'm proud that I stuck by a
friend (Poore), but I'm also a
friend of Brereton Jones," Hubbard
said.
Hubbard asked Jones to be helpful to western Kentucky and help
get some industry into the state.

Send a friend...
get more
to spend!

Marty Davenport, Owner/RPh Operator
12th & Olive • Murray, Ky. (Next to Suzie Q's)
759-9245

AP

AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY — Officials were optimistic
today that Australia's worst oil spill — 5 9
million gallons of light crude just off the
country's west coast — will not become a
major environmental disaster The oil
leaked into the Indian Ocean from the
Greek tanker Kirki after the ship's bow
snapped off in bad weather early Sunday
about 125 miles north of Perth Today,
winds were breaking up the slick and
causing it to drill south-southwest away
from the shore and nearby islands. Also,
the crippled ship appeared to be stable
and there was little immediate prospect
that the 17.7 million gallons of oil still
aboard would leak into the ocean

U.S.S.R.
Moscow — The

Russian Federation
Communist Party today denounced a
decree by President Boris N. Yeltsin
ordering the ejection of political parties
from government offices and republic-run
businesses The decree, issued Saturday, represented the latest in a series of
challenges to the Communist Party's
power in the country's biggest and richest republic. Yeltsin quit the party last
summer Vladimir Markoil, a spokesman
for the republic's Communist Party, said
he had not read the decree in full, but
that it appeared to violate the Soviet constitution and the law on public organizations. The republic-run Russian Information Agency said the decree "strikes a
powerful blow at the Russian Communist
Party," and quoted unidentified party
leaders as saying the decree was illegal

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — The government
scrambled today to contain damage from
a scandal over its funding of the lnkatha
party, and the police minister indicated
he may resign to take responsibility. The

Benton youth
killed in moped
accident Sunday
A 15-year-old Benton youth was
killed Sunday night after she apparently lost control of her moped
near Kirksey, according to a report
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Tabetha Joy Shelton, 15, of 903
Pine, Benton, was travelling along
Blackwell Road about one mile
north of Kirksey when she apparently lost contol, struck a fence
post and was thrown from the bike,
sustaining head injuries, police
said.
Shelton was pronounced dead by
Calloway County Assistant Coroner Damon Mathis at 8 p.m. (See
obituary on page 14)

YUGOSLAVIA
OHRID — Attackers fired mortars on a
Croatian police station today, killing two
policemen and wounding one in the latest
ethnic violence in the breakaway republic, the Croatian Defense Ministry said
The attack came before Yugoslav leaders were to begin discussions on the
future of the Balkan federation Similar
meetings in the past have been futile and
the inability to reach a political agreement has plunged the country close to
civil war The mortars were launched
from the Serb-populated village of Mirkovci in eastern Croatia and struck the
police station as well as the city hall in
nearby Vinkovci, a Croatian Defense
Ministry spokesman said He spoke on
condition of anonymity Seven Serbs
were killed Sunday in the Banija region
south of Zagreb and 12 were arrested
when Croatian police attacked alleged
Serb strongholds, Croatian Information
Minister Hrvoje Hitrec said today More
than 100 people have been killed in
clashes between Serbs and Croats,
Yugoslavia's two main ethnic groups, in
Croatia since May

LEBANON
RASHAYA — Guerrillas infiltrated into
Israel's self-proclaimed security zone in
southern Lebanon today and fired mor
tars at an outpost manned by Israeli
backedLebanese militiamen Police said
a casualty report was not available and
the affiliation and number of the infiltra•
tors was unknown The attack on the
South Lebanon Army militia position in
the village of Shwayya occurred just after
midnight, police said. The fate of the
.guerrillas could not_be. determined
Reporters, watching from highlands said
they counted eight 60mm mortar rounds
crashing into the position on the north
eastern tip of the security zone. The mill
tiamen retaliated by shelling the villages
of Em n Ata and El-Khilwat

ROMANIA
BUCHAREST — A military court today
convicted Romania's former secret police
chief of encouraging the killing of antiCommunist demonstrators in the uprising
that ousted Cbmmunist dictator Nocolae
Ceausescu. Ending a 91
/
2 -month trial, the
military's supreme court sentenced Gen
lulian Vlad tp nine years in prison and
stripped him of his military rank "It is an
unjust sentence," Vlad, 60, told reporters
after Gen Adrian Nitoiu, head of the
three-member court, read the ruling His
lawyer said he would appeal The court
changed the charge against Vlad without
explanation from "complicity to genocide," which carries a maximum life sentence, to the lesser "favoring genocide,'
with a 10-year maximum The charges
stemmed from the killing of 1,038 demonstrators, allegedly by the Secuntale secret police, during the December 1989
revolution that toppled Ceausescu Vlad
claimed to have joined the revolution and
was shown on television, apparently
issuing telephone instructions to Secuntate troops to do the same
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ANY NEW OR TRANSFERRED PRESCRIPTION

att.

Perth

Each time you send a friend to the
Medicine Shoppe, we will give you $2.00
merchandise credit just for spreading the
good news about our guaranteed low
prices and fast service.
Simply stop by Medicine Shoppe,pick up
extra Medicine Shoppe I.D. cards,and give
them to friends. When they bring in their
I.D. card, we'll give you merchandise credit
worth $2.00...for every friend you send.
Your friends get that special Medicine
Shoppe service, you get extra savings.
Everyone benefits at the Medicine Shoppe!

77
77777777777MPON
I
• CLIP & SAVE

, N. 12th St., Ur.iversity Square Suite H
I
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
I
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

Indian
Ocean

NICOSIA, Cyprus -- The United States
has blocked the sale of up to 50 passenger lets to Iran by British Aerospace
because Western hostages held by pro Iranian Shiite Muslims have not been
freed, Flight International magazine
reported today The aviation weekly, in
an article made available to The Associated Press in advance of publication.
said Washington was able to do so
because the British -built BAe-146 aircraft
contain U S -made components

More and more people are enjoying the advantages of shopping
the JCPenney Catalog. Shouldn't you?
Our new Fall and Winter Catalog is only $5 and it comes with a
merchandise certificate good for $5 off any Catalog Order!
You'll find the fashions you and your family want, plus plenty of the
traditional values you've come to expect.
Buy your copy today at any JCPenney and enjoy convenient,
hassle-free shopping by phone!
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Heskett Chiropractic Center
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

300 miles

Larry Wipf, director of regional economics for the Norwest Corp. in
Minneapolis, said, "The recession was much milder in the upper Midwest, although we did have a slowdown in economic growth."
"We did have fewer real estate problems in general ... (and) as a result,
we expect the upper Midwest will fare a little better than the U.S. in the
recovery process," Wipf said.

Kurdish rebels control Iraqi city

(502) 527-0453

police official, Adnaan Vlok, had disclosed the white-led government gave
about $600,000 to lnkatha, bitter rival of
the leading black opposition group, the
African National Congress "My stand
point is that if I am an obstacle on the
road to negotiations and the future of this
country, I will reconsider my position."
Vlok said on state television Sunday
Vlok said he would discuss his future
with President F W de Klerk, who today
began three days of Cabinet talks on the
funding scandal, among other issues
Nelson Mandela, leader of the ANC,
reiterated demands for Vlok and the
country's defense chief to resign before
the group would continue power-sharing
talks with the government

-a

The Federal Reserve's Beige Book reported that the New England Economy Project, a group composed of businesses, government agencies and
educational institutions, also expects New England's recovery to. lag.
Zandi pointed to overbuilt construction markets, troubles in the financial industry and decreases in federal defense spending, "whreh has nailed New England and to a lesser extent Virginia and the (Washington,
D.C.) area."
"States in the region are raising taxes and cutting spending, which are
exacerbating conditions," he added.
Indeed, some states such as Connecticut and Maine have had to lay off
government workers because of their inability to enact a budget. Bridgeport, the largest city in Connecticut, has filed for protection from
bankruptcy.
On the other hand, some areas such as the Southwest "never really had
a recession," Zandi said. "The Southwest went through its recession in
the mid-'80s after the oil collapse. The oil and financial sectors have
restructured since then. And it's likely that part of the country will experience stronger growth into 1992."

Chostnut Hills
Murray

0 1991 JCPennity Company. Inc
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Water pollution threatening wildlife in Mammoth Cave
By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

PARK CITY, Ky. — The utterly black passageways, bright-white gypsum ceilings and dramatic limestone columns deep inside Mammoth Cave
seem remote from the outside world.
But pollution from the surface reaches far down into the world's
longest cave, posing a threat to fish, bats and endangered species of
shrimp and mussels.
On Mammoth Cave National Park's 50th anniversary, caretakers are
just beginning to study the effects of sewage and farm waste carried into
the cave by underground rivers and streams.
"Our job is to protect Mammoth Cave and its unique resources found
nowhere else," said David A. Mihalic, supervisor of Mammoth Cave
National Park. "Pollution is obviously threatening that."
The National Park Service, created 75 years ago to protect the nation's
finest natural sites, devotes only about I percent of $763.8 million park
operating budget to research to help preserve the environment and
wildlife.
Mammoth Cave must compete with Yosemite, Yellowstone, the Everglades and 47 other parks for that research money.
The cave gets about $100,000 for research in its $3.5 million annual
budget, Mihalic said.
"Our budget for even documentation of what we've got is minuscule,"
said Lois Winter, park public information officer. "How can you protect
the resources if you don't know what you've got?"
Park hydrologist Joe Meiman began a three-year study of the cave's
water quality in March 1990. He believes water pollution is harming blind
crayfish and other creatures in the cave.
But the results of Meiman's water quality study would have to be
teamed with a biologist's study to confirm that. So far, no scientific look
at the health of cave wildlife has been done.
A request for $100,000 to begin a biological study is in President
Bush's budget currently before Congress, Mihalic said.

"We know the water is polluted," he said. "Now we have to find out
what that pollution is doing."
In the meantime, the park is focusing on another challenge — slowltig
the flow of pollution into the cave's 330 miles of charted tunnels.
Most of the contamination comes from outside the 80-acre park and
beyond the Park Service's control.
Park City, just eight miles south of Mammoth Cave National Park, has
no sewage treatment plant. Many residents in the town of 600 dump their
sewage into sinkholes that empty into tiny tunnels and crevices in the
limestone around the cave's river system.
"People believe this myth that polluted water slowly percolates into the
rock and is purified," Meiman said. "Around here, it's just like a
waterfall.
"As fast as you see water going down a waterfall, it's going through
the ground," he said. "We're talking about waste flushing through the
system totally unaltered."
Bacterial pollution from human and animal waste is "extraord
inarily
high" during the 30 to 60 days each year when the Echo
River floods
cave passages, Meiman said.
Occasionally the pollution exceeds federal clean water standards
and
state standards for swimming.
But progress has been slow since efforts to stop the pollution
began in
the 1970s.
Congress appropriated $2 million in 1985 and another $2 million
in
October to help pay for a regional sewer system for Park City and
nearby
Cave City and Horse Cave.
None of that money has been spent. Cave City and Horse Cave
have
improved their sanitation systems, but the worst offender — Park City
—
is still waiting for sewer lines.
The Caveland Sanitation Authority, created in 1988 to bring the three
communities into compliance with the Clean Water Act, is still
bickering
over the $15 million project.
Randy Kelley, the authority's general manager, said the money
is avail-

Mazzoli seeks easing of restrictions on performers

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Romano Mazzoli has
announced his opposition to a new
law that restricts admission of foreign performers into the United
States.
Mazzoli, a Democrat who chairs
the House Judiciary Committee's
immigration subcommittee, said
here this weekend he plans to propose legislation to modify the law.
Access to the United States
"ought not to be just for superstars
like Pavarotti," he said.

The Immigration Act of 1990,
which will take effect Oct. 1, will
make it tougher for foreign performers to gain visas. Previously,
entertainers came under a single,
broad visa category. The 1990 act
divides artists into classes, each
with its own restrictions.
Now, individual artists must
exhibit "extraordinary ability" to
receive a visa and performers
working for a group must prove
that they are either "recognized
internationally as being outstand-

1

ing" or that they are "culturally
unique."
The law also restricts the number
of visas performers are allowed.
No more than 25,000 visas for
those who perform with a group
may be issued in a year and
groups, which used to travel on a
single visa, must now have visas
for each performer.
Additionally, artists must have
been with their respective groups
for at least a year and no applicant
may apply for a visa more than 90

days in advance, which could cause
problems for many groups that
make arrangements years ahead.
Richard Van Kleeck, who directs
the Kentucky Center's Lonesome
Pine Special series, said that several performers in that series might
not have met the visa requirements
if the law had been in effect
earlier.
Because of Congress' impending
summer recess, Mazzoli said, it
will be a challenge to pass modifying legislation by Oct. 1.

'It's sort ofsuspicious'
tion with it?" Buchanan, now of
Amherst, N.H., asked Friday in a
telephone interview with The
Courier-Journal.
"It's sort of suspicious. There's
not much to go on. It's a big surprise, a big shock."
Families have identified the
three missing men in the photograph that was released last week.

Buchanan was a co-pilot of
Robertson's Air Force F-4C in
Vietnam when it was shot down
Sept. 16, 1966, in a raid over the
Red River Delta. Buchanan ejected
and lost track of Robertson in what
he called "a confused time."
Buchanan, now 50, was captured
and held 6V2 years in prison camps
known as the "Hanoi Hilton," the
"Zoo" and "Camp Faith," before

Bunning criticizes salary hike
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning criticized the
Senate pay increase and said he is
overpaid during an interview to be
broadcast Sunday.
The northern Kentucky Republican, who makes $125,100 a year,
said in Friday's interview that he
didn't know how much members of
Congress should be paid, but that
they shouldn't be able to set their
own salaries, especially not the
way they did this week.
Wednesday night, after network
news programs had aired and most
reporters had left the Capitol, the
Senate approved a $23,200 a year
pay raise by a 53-45 vote.
"I think it's a lousy way to do
it," Bunning said on "Your Government," to be broadcast at 11:30
a.m. on WLEX-TV, Channel 18.
"It was done without any warning, without any forethought, without any chance to have any kind of
constituent input or without any
chance for anyone to raise a fuss
about the way they did it."
The measure, expected to _
become law, would bring senators'

pay to the House level and bar
them from being paid for speeches
and articles. The raise is almost the
same as the ammo of honoraria
that senators are now allowed to
accept.
Bunning said the Senate
shouldn't have considered HouV
salaries and, that congressional
members should be paid "whatever's fair."
When asked if he is overpaid, he
said, "I think I'm paid unreasonably a lot for the time I spend being a
congressman. I do think I'm
overpaid."
Many of his colleagues disagree
with him he said. However he said
most agree that congressional salaries should be set by an independent commission, though Congress
must retain power to budget the
money.
The last time that method was
used, public outcry forced Congress to scratch the commission's
recommendation. Later, the House
voted to raise its own pay, over
Bunning's objections.
Bunning also criticized how
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Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford
handled the Senate raise.
Ford, who didn't vote, said he
opposed the raise and "paired" his
position with pay-raise supporter
David Pryor of Arkansas, who is ill
and was the only other senator who
did not vote.
Pairing is a way to get a position
known without voting, but Bunning
said that is not the same as casting
a vote on the record.
"The way our senior senator did
his thing, I think it's abominable,"
he said.

Kentucky State
Police Post I
issues report
The Kentucky State Police at
Mayfield's Post 1 opened a total of
42 criminal cases for the week of
July 14-20, according to a weekly
report issued by the post.
The post also made 18 criminal
arrests, answered 158 complaints
and made 19 DUI arrests.

returning to Austin in 1973.
Robertson "never showed up in
the prison system," Buchanan said.
"No one heard of him.
"It was a real tragedy. He had a
wife and four kids.... He was obviously a leader.
"But there are similar tragedies.
There are more than 2,000 men
still missing" or unaccounted for,
Buchanan said.
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Co-pilot doubts POW photo is authentic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
former colleague says he cannot
positively identify one of three men
in a photograph of purported prisoners of war in Southeast Asia.
Hubert Buchanan, a native of
Austin, Ind., said he has his doubts
that the man reported to be Air
Force Col. John Robertson in the
photograph is really Robertson.
"Why isn't there more informa-

able through loans and grants from seven state and federal
agencies. He
hopes to have the project finished by fall of 1993.
The park has been "repeatedly dismayed and disappoi
nted" by the
delays, Mihalic said.
A program to teach dairy farmers to spread waste from cows
on
instead of allowing it to be washed into sinkholes has been more fields
successful, Mihalic said. Forty-nine farms are participating.
Such innovative plans are sought to save Mammoth Cave from
the fate
of Hidden River Cave. The former tourist attraction in the town
of Horse
Cave was closed down early in this century because of sewage pollution.
"It's obvious that if one cave can get contaminated to the
point you
can't let people in it anymore, it could happen at other places
nearby,
too," Winter said.
Progress at Mammoth Cave also provides a blueprint for other parts
of
the world battling similar groundwater problems, she said.
And the cave's experiments help teach the park's 2 million guests
each
year about the dangers of polluted groundwater.
"Groundwater is usually out of sight, out of mind," Winter said.
"But
here you can see the rivers and you can see the little critters
down there
who need our help."
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... You enjoy being intimidated when you ask for
help in understanding your health care expenses and
health insurance benefits.
BUT READ ON,IF ...
You want to know the truth about what may be
happening to your health care dollars and benefits.
Do you really owe that bill that they are threatening to turn over to the
collection agency "if you don't pay within 10 days?" You may not.
Is your insurance company denying benefits that should be paid? They
could be.
Should you be paying all the health insurance premiums you are
paying? Many people should not.
Do you think that doctors and hospitals are filing for all your insurance
benefits? In most instances, they are not
Are you shocked or surprised by these facts? Well, you can't be nearly
as shocked or surprised as the thousands of people who learned too
late that medical bills and insurance claims processes aren't meant to
be understood by the person who needs to understand them. And that's
you.
Now,there is help ...if you want it.
For only pennies a day, you can subscribe to a service that will answer
all your questions in language that is meant to be understood — not
gobbledygook and run-arounds.
After 9 years of being in the trenches with the patient, we know how to
provide peace of mind,straight answers, and quick results. Our service
doesn't cost — it pays.
For more information, call 753-7750 or 753-7193.
An initial enrollment period begins July22nd for one month. There is
a 10% discount for all senior citizens and to the first 100 people who
enroll with...
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Letters to the editor
Census Bureau shouldn't be surprised
Dear Editor:
It is amusing to me to read all the howling about the Census errors.
What did the Secretary of Commerce expect when he sent out a quiz that
amounted to a third degree to the American people calling it a "Census
Poll?" They didn't want to know how many people abide here, they
wanted to know all the personal business of every soul in this country!
In the poll of 1960, we were farmers and the time-consuming questionnaire came with the threat that if you didn't answer and return the
hundred questions that you would be fined S500 or be incarcerated for a
period of six months! No wonder the Census Takers had the pile of questions thrown in their faces in some places in that farming area. It took
valuable hours to fill out and we resented such high-handedness of the
inquiry, but we didn't get violent as some people did.
We couldn't understand answering questions like: How -many rooms do
you have; How many bathrooms are in your home; How much do you
make, and Do you have insurance? How could this line of questioning
help to count noses?
For each subsequent poll the Census Bureau is still delving into the
family affairs of Americans and whether the family is black, red, yellow,
white or Hispanic, the feeling of resentment is the same; we all felt like
we were being investigated by some Russian KGB, certainly not an arm
of the AMERICAN government!
If they really want to take an honest Census poll, why can't they ask:
How many people reside in this home? What are their approximate ages?
Are they permanent residents? At least there would be a better idea of the
basic population count and an idea of the progression of the work force.
Nobody needs to know how many toilets are in your house or how much
money you make to count noses! It would have been a much cheaper,
honest, forthright method, and much less infuriating to the citizens of this
country.
Thank you for your attention.
Mrs. Arthur S. Kendall
Rt. 6, Box 239, Murray

Mo

One more amendment to balance the budget
WASHINGTON — A remarkable report emerged the other day
from the Senate Judiciary Committee. I can recall nothing quite like
it. This was a report recommending
a constitutional amendment to
compel a balanced federal budget.
It had this to say, in effect, about
members of Congress:
Look at us! We are gutless wonders. Rotten bananas have stiffer
spines. We lack the willpower, the
political courage and the common
sense to do those things that ought
to be done. We acknowledge and
bewail our manifold sins and wickedness. Just as our critics say, we
are a bunch of incompetent bums.
Well, yes. True enough. Hard to
deny it. Putting paraphrase to one
side, the report from Sen. Joe
Biden, D-Del., actually conceded:
"While Congress has the ability to
balance the federal budget, it seems
to lack the discipline to make the
difficult choices that must be made.
The national debt is now over $3.5
trillion, and will top $4 trillion by
the end of next year. ... There are
no popular answers to the deficit
problem. Yet the spree of deficit
spending by our federal government must be curbed. We cannot
continue to run staggering deficits
year after year."
Hallelujah, Brother Biden! Praise
the Lord! The report continues in
the same vein. "Critics of the
balanced budget amendment argue

cONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
that Congress doesn't need a con.- conflict which causes an imminent
stitutional amendment to balanet- - and serious military threat to
the budget. Congress can achieve. national security." The report sugthat goal statutorily, right now;-- tests that preparations for war
without waiting to ratify a constitushould count the same as war.
tional amendment. Technically,
How is this interesting amendthese arguments are of course corment to be enforced? Well, says
rect ... However, recent efforts
the committee stiffly, "the commithave shown that Congress does not
tee expects fidelity to the Constituhave the will to balance the
tion." Members are sworn to
budget"
uphold its provisions. "Flagrant
Amen, brother! That's right, Joe!
disregard of the proposed amendPour it on!
ment's clear and simple provisions
Without a dissenting vote, the would constitute nothing less than
committee recommends a kind of a betrayal of the public trust." The
Swiss cheese amendment to the political process, says the report.
Constitution. The text of the will take care of elected officials
amendment is too long to quote, who flout their responsibilities.
which should give you a good idea
That's telling 'em, Joe. Throw
of its worth, but it says in general: the rascals out! But year after year,
Total outlays for any fiscal year 96 percent of House members who
shall not exceed total receipts, seek re-election win re-election.
unless three-fifths of each house Senators do almost as well. The
agree to be irresponsible once
people who flout their responsibilimore. Bills to raise taxes must be
ties — the people who have so
approved by roll-call votes. Confouled up our fiscal affairs that we
gress may waive the amendment if
now spend $786 million A DAY on
a declaration of war is in effect, or
interest payments — these are the
if the nation "is engaged in military
same people who could flout a con-

stitutional amendment by day and
then sleep soundly by night.
There is no enforcement provision in this resolution. None at all.
But if the proposed amendment
should be ratified, consider an
awful possibility. Conscientious
members, distressed at the profligacy of their free-spending colleagues, might bring suit in the federal courts, asking federal judges to
do the job they lack the will to do
themselves.
Under this scenario, it would be
left to five members of the U.S.
Supreme Court to mandate cuts in
spending and to order increases in
revenue. If you believe this to be
impossible, read Missouri v. Jenkins, decided in April of last year.
The high court ruled unanimously
that a federal court may order a
governmental body to levy whatever taxes may be required to fulfill a
constitutional obligation. How
would this grab you, Joe?
Congress has been talking about
a balanced budget amendment
since 1936. In 1982 the Senate
actually approved a balancing
resolution. In 1990 the House came
within seven votes of approval.
Nothing has happened, and nothing
will happen until we get an amendment that says to members: If you
don't balance the budget, you will
lose your seats. No such amendment has been introduced in either
chamber.
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Mrs. Kendall: Your letter certainly makes sense of the Census, although
we wonder if it's not asking too much of our government to do something
in a "cheaper, honest, forthright method." Syndicated C",lirtoonist Pat Oliphant takes another view of the Census Bureau in today's editorial cartoon at right. Thank you for writing.
—Daniel T. Parker
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State's budget may
be living off the past
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The statement from the Finance Cabinet boasted
about how the state ended its 1991 fiscal year on June 30 with a balance
of perhaps S150 million to $170 million.
Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells Jr. said he was pleased the state,
had weathered the recessionary storms with so few financial
difficulties."
Tucked into the second paragraph was the real information that the
state had actually taken in $58 million less in tax receipts than had been
estimated.
Understandably, the cabinet wanted to down play this information as
much as possible because its implications are profound. For when the
numbers are pushed aside, the bottom line is that state is living off its
quite-limited savings.
Briefly, the state was supposed to collect $4.37 billion this year from
taxes and all other sources for the General Fund. When the books were
closed on June 30, the total was $58 million short.
That may not seem like much when compared to a $4.5 billion budget
for the year that began July 1. But like compound interest, the figure
increases in importance over time.
The financial puzzle begins to take shape with the biennial budget that
began on July 1, 1990. The budget enacted by the 1990 General Assembly
assumed there would be $42 million left in the bank from the previous
year to start the new budget. When the books closed, there was $87
million.
It is that surplus from two years ago that will likely save the state from
a budget deficit this year, providing such a deficit can be staved off at all.
The budget for this year assumed there would be $137 million in the
bank to start. The figure will likely be closer to $149 million. But the
reason the figure is higher is not on the receipts side of the ledger, but the
spending. Simply put, state financial gurus put out the word to stop
spending in the last few months of the fiscal year. (If you received your
income tax refund after July 1, that was the reason.)
Worst of all, the calculation includes spending some $20 million that
had been set aside in a budget reserve trust fund, the only rainy day
account the state has.
Drop a few zeroes from the figures and it's easier to understand.
Say your household budget for this year is S4,500. But your income
turns out to be only $4,343. First, you spend the $149 you have in your
savings account. Then, when that is gone, you spend the $8 of the S20
you had hidden in your dresser drawer for emergencies.
That's how the state plans to make it through June 30, 1992.
That's not how the state budget office looks at it. Budget Director Gordon Duke says it means the state is actually $12 million ahead of what is
supposed to be spent. Which is true, but not necessarily accurate.
Making matters worse is that the shortfall in receipts in fiscal 1991
means that receipts will have to grow more than expected in fiscal 1992
in order to meet projections.
The budget calls for extremely modest growth in tax receipts this year
of some 3.6 percent. But with the shortfall, receipts will now have to
increase just over 5 percent in order to meet expectations.
And the financial pie is already cooked, for the most part, at least
through the end of the budget next June 30.
The real trick will be putting together a budget for fiscal 1993 and
1994, something the next governor and legislature will face. Because
while receipts may grow only modestly. there is never a limit on the
demand for money in state government.
• • • •
(Mark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The .4ssociaied
Press.)
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If they had only listened to Mike
The cover of the current People
magazine brings us sad and
depressing news.
It shows Princess Di and Prince
Charles kissing. Unfortunately, it's
a wedding picture from 10 years
ago.
Below it is a more recent photo
of Charles looking glum and Di
looking bored.
The headline tells today's story:
"A Decade Later, Where Has Their
Love Gone?"
And, "On its 10th anniversary,
the storybook marriage of Charles
and Diana is a painful fake. Now
Britain openly asks the unthinkable: Is he fit to reign? Will they
finally divorce?"
Not being a busybody, I've tried
to avoid knowing about the troubles of Di and Charles. Besides,
keeping up with The Donald and
Marla and Carla is a chore in itself.
And I haven't wanted to take
sides on who is at fault, Charles or
Di.
That's because I have a distant,
but personal interest in their marriage. It came about this way:
The day they married, I finished
work and stopped at my favorite
bar. Several regulars made cynical
comments about the royal wedding
and marriage in general.
I don't know what came over
me, but I found myself talking at
length about the wonders of young
love and how, yes, they could find
happiness and live happily ever
after if they are thoughtful, kind,
understanding, supportive, caring
and all sorts of blah, blah, blah.
When I finished, the cynics were
sniffling. The bartender dabbed his
eyes and said: "Why don't you go,
back to your office and write that?"
So I did. I immediately went to
the newsroom and told the night
editor to dump the column I had
written earlier in the day.
Racing the deadline, I pounded
out a column giving Di and Charles
my thoughts on living happily ever
after.
The next day, when I read the

paper with a clear mind, I said:
"Lord, what sappy, gooey, disgustingly sentimental slop. How can I
ever face the readers again?"
But then the phones began ringing. Men and women were calling,
old, young, in-between; voices
cracking, quivering, telling me
between sobs how moved they
were and how surprised to discover
that I had a soft, squishy heart.
For months people called to ask
for copies of that column, many
saying they were going to have it
framed, so they could give it to
some young couple as a wedding
gift. Several clergymen and a judge
told me they had read it as part of
marriage ceremonies.
So that's why I have felt twinges
of regret during the past decade, as
stories have related that all is not
well between Di and Charles. And
why I have found reading about
them too painful.
But the People magazine cover
grabbed me. If it is now at the crisis stage, I might as well know the
sordid details.
Actually, the story contains little
that hasn't been told already. They
virtually live apart; he is moody.
distant and getting on with his own
life; she is a good mom, outwardly
cheerful and getting on with her
own life. They barely wave and say
"Tah-tah" to each other.
But there was one detail that I
didn't know about. And that one
detail has forced me to sake sides.
And to my surprise, siding with
Charles.
Yes, yes, I know: Most of your
sympathies will be with the beautiful Di. But hear me out.
The story says that Charles has

So he says: "Di, why don't we
go tramping the grouse moors in
the howling wind."
But she says: "I want to go to a
disco."
He pleads: "But you know how I
love to go tramping the grouse
moors in the howling wind. Why
won't you ever. come tramp the
grouse moors with me?"
"I want to go to a disco."
been seeing a lot of a long-time
"But
listen. We have a howler_oLi-,..
attractive friend named Camilla, of
wind
a
tonight. And the moors
whom he is very fond. And it
quotes a royal biographer as saying have never been grousier. Come
tramp them with me, my love."
of Camilla:
"The moors make my shoes wet
"She has traveled the world. has
and
the howling wind gives mc an
opinions
strong
and likes nothing
better than tramping the grouse earache. I want to disco."
So is it any wonder than Charles
moors in the howling wind."
become distant and glum? It
would
What are we to make of that?
Well, it has long been known that is in the nature of men, especially
Di enjoys going to discos, artsy Englishmen, to tramp the grouse
parties, nightclubs and engaging in moors in the howling wind. All you
have to do is watch any old blackother frivolous pursuits.
and-white English movie, and
But not once have I read that Di you'll see that they spend most of
likes nothing better than tramping their leisure
time tramping the
the grouse moors in the howling grouse moors in
a howling wind.
wind. If she did, we would surely Then they
tramp home and flop
have been told.
into a big chair in front of a roaring
I have to assume that if Charles fire
and drink brandy. It's a good
is smitten with Camilla, who likes life, you
don't fall into a bog and
if
nothing better than tramping the sink.
grouse moors in the howling wind.
So if Charles is guilty of anyCharles must like nothing better
thing, it is only his failure to have,
than tramping the grouse moors in asked
Di, before he proposed marthe howling wind.
riage, how she felt about tramping
So it isn't hard to ithagine what the grouse moors in a howling
might have happened. Charles wind.
spends a hard day out in the royal
And if I am guilty of anything, it
kingdom. He comes home and is of letting a goofy bartender talk
wants to get his mind off of the me into anything but another
burdens of being a prince.
round.

Just drop us a line... _
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (ttlephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Monster 'mater

Scabby wheat might best be used as feed

Hulie and Sadie Hastings, of Puryear, Tenn., proudly display a 3 lb.
home-grown tomato harvested recently at their home.

War on soil erosion takes
turn toward conservation
The 56-year-old war against soil
erosion is about to take a decisive
turn toward conservation or erosion. The battle lines are drawn and
the incentives are in place.
The strategy for conservation is
spelled out in hundreds of thousands of soil and water conservation plans across America. The
inventives are the USDA's farm
program benefits.
The victory for conservation, of
defeat, will be left up to individual
landowners- and producers who
farm highly erodible cropland
fields. They have until Dec. 31,
1994, to bring soil erosion to
acceptable levels. These levels are
specified in each conservation plan.
Those who choose not to comply
with the plan will lose certain
popular USDA farm program benefits. Also, those who do not make
adequate progress in applying the
conservation plan before the deadline will run the risk of noncompliance.
This line in the soil was drawn
when Congress passed the 1985
Farm Bill, known as the Food Security Act (FSA). The FSA required
the development of soil and water

conservation plans on highly erodible cropland prior to 1990.
"Now those plans are ready of
implementation, according to Harold Woodlee, Area Conservationist
for the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) in Princeton, Ky.
"Many of our area producers are
good conservation farmers and will
experience no changes in their current farming methods. Also, you
have a group of producers who
have adapted conservation farming
on a level not far from where they
need to be in four more years. And
then you have a group of producers
who will need to make a decision
to adopt the science and art of conservation farming, or continue
farming as they are, without future
government support," said
Woodlee.
Woodlee encourages landowners
and producers to contact their local
SCS field office if they need additional help in applying their conservation plan.
All USDA programs and services are available without regard
to race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, age, marital status or
handicap.

Exports to Hong Kong unclear
after China takes over in 1997
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Hong Kong's 6 million people
outlook for U.S. agricultural are 98 percent Chinese. Agriculturexports to Hong Kong by the turn al imports total an estimated $5 bilof the century is somewhat of a lion to S6 billion per year, with
Chinese puzzle for Agriculture food products accounting for about
Department trade analysts.
$3.2 1;tillion of the total.
China is the main supplier of
In 1997, the tiny, populous British crown colony will be returned food products, with the United
to China. Major questions arise States second at about S1.15 billion
about the effect on food trade, not in 1990, the report said.
"The Hong Kong consumer
only with the United States but
market has changed markedly over
with other countries.
the past decade," the report said.
"The answers, at this point, are. "A new, younger, more worldly
unclear," says a report in the consumer is the driving force
August issue of AgExporter behind the changes in the
magazine.
marketplace."

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 400 compared to last week. Slaughter steers anci.heifers untested.
Cows steady. Bulls 1-2 lower. Calves and vealers untested. Feeder steers
and heifers near steady.
Slaughter cows: cutter and boning utility 1-3 46-53, cutter 1-2 45-49.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2 1350-1550 lb. indicating 77-79 carcass
boning percent 57-59.75.
Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1 300-400 lb. 102-117, 340-500
lb. 99-104, 500-600 lb. 85-95, 600-700 lb. 86-90, medium No. 2 300-500
lb. 85-90, large No. 2 200-300 lb. 100-105, 300-400 lb. 96-100, 400-500
lb. 88-96.50, 600-700 lb. 74.00-78.00, small No. 1 300-400 lb. 86.00-100.
Heifers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb. 88-112, 300-400 lb.
87-97, 500-600 lb. 88, 86.50, medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 80-85, small No.
1 400-500 lb. 74-86, 500-600 lb. 81-85.
Stock cows: small No. 1-2 410-490 3-6 mo. bred.

11 your wheat crop has a severe
head scab infection, feeding it to
livestock could be your best option,
according to an agricultural economist at the University of
Kentucky.
"The reduced market value of
low test weight wheat makes use as
animal feed an option to deepdiscounted grain sales," said Steve
Riggins, Extension grain marketing
specialist with the UK College of
Agriculture.
Riggins said the decision on
whether to sell wheat or use it as
livestock feed depends upon which
option offers the best return on
feed investment.
"Compare the net (elevator)
price to the feed value of the
wheat," he explained. "Would you
be better off to sell the wheat to an
elevator or buy that volume of
feed? Looking at it another way,
how much of another feed, corn for
instance, could you buy with the
money you got for your wheat
crop, and which would give you
the most feed value?"
"Swine producers have several
options to feed low test weight
wheat," said Gary Parker, Exten-

sion swine production specialist weightewheat
and add 80 to 100
with the UK Research and Educa- pounds
of fat per ton to improve
tion Center in Princeton. "But energy content
of the diet."
before feeding the light wheat, they
Low test weight, mycotoxin-free
should be sure the grain does not wheat also
can be used for backcontain mycotoxins that can reduce grounded cattle
and to supplement
animal performance."
the cow herd, according to Roy
No mycotoxin contamination Burris, Extensio
n beef production
was found in the 160 wheat sam- specialist in Princeton
.
ples sent to the Breathitt Diagnos"If you plan to feed beef eatfle"
tic Laboratory, according to Wade light wheat,"
he said, "your first
L. Kadel, director. The laboratory step should be
to have it analyzed
received samples from 40 counties. for energy and protein
content.
"One option for swine producers Then, balance the ration."
is to use light wheat to extend -the
"The mycotoxin report is good
corn supply," Paker said. "You can 'news for everyone
involved in
maintain adequate animal perfor- duction and use of the "91 prowheat
mance by using wheat with a test crop," Parker said. "Howeve
r, it
weight of 50 pounds or less to doesn't mean that we
should be
replace from 10 to 25 percent of lulled into a false
sense of security
the corn in the diet. Another option about potential toxin problems
. Nor
is to replace all corn with low test does it mean we should over
-react.

Serving the area for over

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces new and extended hours
Monday thru Thursday:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 - 12:00 noon

mat Savings Come In Dodge Packages!

Yor Patient Convenience
New Injection hours on Mon & Wed only
8:00 a.m. - 11:45 am.
1:00 p.m. - 5:45 p.m
(502) 753-7451
Route #2, Box 39
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Superior
Building
Products, Inc.
1-800-547-0800

"Best Buy of the Month"
1991 Dodge Dynasty

Ask about our 1st
Time Buyer's
Program

WANTED

For Full
Information Call

Dodge Truriss

To Serve You Even Better!

Sabi 10.11AILA T1

Homeowners . . . if you've
been wanting a pool, here's
your chance to qualify for a
substantial discount on a
Luxury
On-the-Ground
Pool, built by a leading national manufacturer. See
how your participation in
our advertising campaign
can bring you the pool you
want.

50 years

NEW
TOLL-FREE NO.
1-800-333-VALU

.......•

Allergy B Asthma Clinic
of
West Kentucky

odge

Sales • Service • Maintenance • Body Shop • Glasswork • Al Au • motive Needs

799
,...„,
c_4.99
Residential Site
for
Swimming Pool

CHRYSLER

Hwy. 45 N•Mayfield, KY
247-3272

New marketbasket
study tells old story
WASHINGTON (AP) — A new
marketbasket analysis by the Agriculture Department for 1990 tells
an old story_ about the cost of food
and how much — or how little —
of the consumer's grocery dollar
winds up in the farmer's pocket.
For example, figures that some
commodity groups- like to use
involve the prices of bread and
corn flakes — and the tiny share
received by wheat and corn
producers.
A one-pound loaf of bread selling for 70 cents would have a farm
value of about four cents, according to the report by the department's Economic Research
Service.
An 18-ounce box of corn flakes
priced at $1.56 would mean a
return of 10 cents to the farmer.
But many of today's food items
are industrial products as much as
they are agricultural. It depends
how much has to be done to the
raw material to make it ready for
grocery store shoppers.
Eggs headed the list in terms of
farm value as a share of retail
price. In 1990, Grade A Large eggs
sold in stores for an average of
$1.01 per dozen, the report said.
The farm value, or equivalent share
of what consumers paid, was 65
cents, which translated into 64 percent of the retail price.
Choice-grade beef is another top
item in the marketbasket share
accounting. A pound of beef selling at a retail price of $2.81 per
pound last year had an estimated
farm value of $1.68 or 60 percent
of the consumer price.
That is not what cattle producers
got on the market, however, since
it requires almost 2.4 pounds of
live animal to yield one pound of
Choice beef on the meat counter.
The USDA marketbasket of food
contains items that mainly originate
on U.S. farms and are bought for
home, consumption.

Just because wheat has mold,
doesn't mean it has significant
mycotoxin levels.
"My suggestion is that any farmer planning to feed 1991 wheat to
livestock first have it analyzed for
mycotoxins. It's just good management to ensure the grain is free of
any potential mycotoxin problems.
- High levels of vomitoxin can
reduce intake up to 40 percent.
Zearalenone can affect herd reproductive efficieny."
Kentucky farmers can have free
mycotoxin analyses done by contacting their veterinarian to have
grain samples sent to the Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.
Each sample should contain at least
two pounds of grain in a container
that permits some drying during
transit.

(Driver Motors Inc]
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MURRAY TODAY
Celebrates first birthdati

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

teMIllotalle\

Monday, July 22
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Monday, July 22
Memorial Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6:30-8:45 p.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray Calloway County Hospital.

Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Calloway County
Public Library/12:30-3 p.m.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

Special Workshop for Adults/
Playhouse in the Park.
Info(759-1752.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Tuesday, July 23
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.

Salem Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

First United Methodist Church
Bible School/6-8 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Narcotics Anonymous/7
- p.m./Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Prayer Group/7 p.m. and
Parish Pastoral Council/7:30 p.m.

•

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Tea
Franc

Tel

Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on Tuesday,
July 23, at 1 p.m The guild is located at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend, according to Patricia
Clark, president.

AARP meeting Tuesday

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Memorial Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, July 23, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Salem Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Alzheimer's Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./Hospital Board
Room/Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Coffee Break Tuesday
Savannah Rochelle Todd was one year old on Jrne 27. She celebrated
with her Mom, Grannie, Stacy, Angela and Sammy Ingram at Show
Biz with pizza and a trip to the mall. On Sunday, June 30, she celebrated with sandwiches, punch. cake and ice cream in her home with
friends and family. There were 19 persons present. Savannah is the
daughter of Kerry and Debbie Todd of Rt. 1, Farmington; the granddaughter of Robert and Sharon Ingram of Rt. 1, Farmington, and of
Kenneth and Rosemary Todd of Rt. 1, Kirksey; and the greatgranddaughter of Sue Bazzell of Rt. 1. Murray, and Mary Ingram,
Rt. 2, Murray.

Cont'd on page 7)

Thurman to perform at event

‘tit

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, July 23, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.
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Bingo games Tuesday

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, July 23, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings are held each Wednesday at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, July 24. This is open
to all interested persons. Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and
women from all walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common
problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics
Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no
diets.

National Overali Moot Beautiful

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Novi. Otters

UPS Pick-Up

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, July 25, at 7:30 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised of
those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death dyndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriage. Persons will have contact with people who listen and who offer support. For
more information contact Carol Perlow, MSN, 762-1425.

Daily Monday - Friday

Ship Weekly & Save money
Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plata
753.2380

PS

55FOR$14
More BIG Portraits!

Craig Thurman of Murray and his dance partner, Daniele Johnson of
Paducah, will be performing at the Thurman's Annual Rose Ball to
be Saturday, July 27, from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State University. The ballroom dance team has
earned three championship titles in last six months. This is the 18th
consecutive year for the Rose Ball, sponsored by Charles and Elsie
Thurman, arid is being held this year at Murray. The cost will be $12
per person. Tickets will be available at the door, but for reservations
call 753-5950.

Murray Woman Winning
at Losing Game!

Featuring 12 441-Orratinui
11]sitar
CAggloy Portraits'
......

Wanda Henry,
owner of Heart
& Tole Craft
Store, has lost
373/4 inches and
11 lbs. in two
weeks.

11 111-1-7

_

$75 Value Includes: 1-10x13 3-8.x10s.
4-5x7s,20 Wallets. 15 Mini-portraits and
12 All-Occasion Caption Portraits'

NEW!

Pnce includes S2 deposit paid at photography Each
additional subeirt photographed adds fa to the
package price. paid at ph..t'
Poses and
advertised special portraits our selection. Not
valid wrth any other oepr. One adwrtned
ii=ernfamily One Free Portrait
Card per package.
Portrait sizes approximate.

FREE

AGM.

Portrait Identification Card
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A representative from Mayfield Social Security office will be at
Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday, July 23, from 10:30 a.m. to 12.20
p.m.
This is a special service of the office to give local persons an opportunity
to
see the SS representative here. For more information call the
Mayfield
Social Security office at 1-247-8095.

Registration 12-12:45 p.m. Pageant 1 p.m.
For More Information Phone:
Stephanie
Sheila
615-362-4017
502-492-8385

641 N.

First
Bible

Social Security representative here

24-hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Saturday, July 27
Curris Center Auditorium
MSU Campus, Murray

1-1%

Tot

Frank
Garro

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be
Tuesday, July
23, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road,
between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Little Miss & Master
Summer Time

9 .1.m.- X p.m.

Tel

son,

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, July 23, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Gary Ruppel, a carburetor engineer at Briggs & Stratton Co., will be the special guest speaker, according to Marjorie Dunn, program chairman. Verlene
Ezell, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Birds of
Prey/10 a.m. and Hummjingbird &
Butterfly Gardening/3:30
p.m./WNC.

120513 Chestnut * 753-1851

%I-I.
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The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, July 23, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
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Melissa Maddox
bride-elect of Conrad Parker
has made her
gift selecticns
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Li

Consultation
Call Today 753-1044
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5 DAY'ONLY!
WED., JULY 24 - SUN., JULY 28
ALL AREA K. MART:
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
On Sunday From Store Opening to One Hour Before Closing.
MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD Weight Loss Clinic
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday.9 a.m.-1 p.m.

44P

Professional Building
204 S. 5th St.
Murray

Bereavement Support Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, July 24, from 9:30
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. to
For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Elm Grove events Wednesday
Brotherhood, Baptist Women, Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission Friends of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will meet Wednesday, July 24, at 7 p.m. at the
church. Following the meetings there will be a time of fellowship with
refreshments of fruit, cheese and crackers.

Kirksey Ball Club plans event

1

Kirksey Ball Club will have its annual picnic and trophy night on Saturday,
July 27, at 6 p.m. at the ball field. Kids and players will eat free. The cost for
others will be $4 for barbecue plate. All players, coaches and their families
are urged to attend. For information call Jan Tucker, 753-1775.

MHS Class of 1981 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1981 is planning a 10-year reunion on
Saturday, Aug. 31. An informal breakfast will be at 10 a.m. in the cafeteria
of Murray High School. At 8 p.m. a semi-formal dance will be at Executive
Inn, Paducah. Any one not receiving the information or for more information
call Lisa Glees Darnell, 753-5720.
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Swimming classes changed
The Red Cross Swimming Classes for the week, July 8-12, have been
rescheduled for Aug. 12-16. This is being changed becabse of the pool
being closed at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Classes will be from 11
a.m. to 12 noon and 7 to 8 p.m. each day. For more information call the Red
Cross office at 753-1421.

Broeringmeyer scholarship planned
Family and friends of Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer announced that a Murray'State University Endowed Scholarship has been established in honor
and in memory of Dr. Broeringmeyer. The scholarship will be used to annually assist a student in continuing education at MSU based on need and
ability. Friends and associates of Dr. Broeringmeyer are urged to make
rfiemorial donations to MSU Foundation, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray,IIKy
42071. Donations should be designated 'Broeringmeyer Scholarship.'
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Pinochle group at center
A Pinochle Club for players interested in playing and those desiring to
learn to play meets each second and fourth Wednesday at Weaks Community Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday. July 24. This is open
to all interested senior citizens. For information call 753-1438 or 753-0929
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Hines in pageant
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, July
24, at 9 a.m.
Sherry Gibbs and Wilda Purdom
will be hostesses. Those not listed
in the lineup but desiring to play
may come and paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
Too 1 - Betty Lowry, Toni Hopson,
Frances Hulse and lnus Orr:
Tel 3 - Betty Jo Purdom, Venela
Sexton, Tonya Fike and Terry
Shertzer,
Too 4 • Freda Steely, Rainey Apperson, Hilda Webb and Della Miller,
Too 5 • Dana Stonecipher, Norma
Frank, Edith Garrison and Cathryn
Garrott,
Teo 6 - La Verne Claxton, Patty
Claypool, Rowena Cullom and Bonnie

West reunion at Ellis

Kessler,
Too 7 • Louise Lamb, Lois Keller
Wilda Purdom and Sherry Gibbs

The annual family reunion of the
descendants of the late Elbert and
Lovie Ellen West of Graves County
was held Saturday, July 13, at Ellis
Community Center, Murray.
Their six children are Walter
West, Paul West, Marian Richardson, Virginia Dillihay (deceased),
Harold West and Amy Lois Evans.
Those present from each family
were as follows:
Walter's family — Mr. and Mrs.
Walter West, Mts. Joe Buerger,
Julie and Gene, St. Louis;
Paul's family — Mr. and Mrs.
Paul West, Mr. and Mrs. Gary
West, Paul Lynn West, Mr. and
Mrs. John Phillip West and Brittain
of Graves County;
Marian's family — Mrs. Marian
Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Irby and Matthew of Murray, Charles Richardson, Jay and Deanna,
Mrs. Mike Schrader, San Diego,
Calif.;
Virginia's family — Bert Dilli-

Winners of play on Wednesday,
July 17, have been released as
follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Lowry, winner, Ins Orr, runnerup;
First flight - Tonja Fike, winner,
Terry Shertzer, runner-up;
Second flight - Freda Steely,
winner, Rainey Apperson, runnerup;
Third flight - Patty Claypool,
winner, La Verne Claxton, runnerup;
Low putts - Dana Stonecipher
and Toni Hopson tied for low.

CAL
ENDAR
(Coned from page 6)
Tuesday, July 23
First United Methodist Church
Bible School/6 p.m.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Bonanza at
Draffenville/9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.
.11c
Calloway County Public Library
evonts will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American

Tuesday, July 23
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association/12 noon.

Murray Christian Women's Club
Board meeting/9:35 a.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Summer Orientation for new
freshmen and transfer students/
Murray State University.
Info/762-2896.

Sarah Hines of Murray, daughter of Dr. Casey and Brenda Hines,
was crowned as Queen of the 0-23 months' division of the recent
Freedom Fest Pageant held in Murray. She also received a trophy for
Best Personality. She competed with 35 other contestants ranging in
ages of 0 to 21 months for this honor.

Summer Youth Series for area at
Benton Church of Christ,
Benton/7:30 p.m.

Oaks' events Wednesday

Women of Murray Lodge No. 2011 of Loyal Order of
the Moose
recently made a donation to Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad.
Steve Ladd, center, chief of the squad, accepts the check from
Wanda
Vaughn, left, junior graduate regent, and Edna Bogard, right,
senior
regent of the Women of the Moose.

Dawes honored In/ SOS

• Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 24.
Bridge with Blanche Allbritten
as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
Mary Wells and Kathryn Outland
will be hostesses.
Players will be lined up at the
tee Wednesday morning.
Winners of golf scramble play
on Wednesday, July 17, have been
released by Murrelle Walker and
Shirley Wade, hostesses, as
follows:
First place — Burlene Brewer,
Doll Reddick, Hazel Beale and
Yvette Pyle;

Second place — Laura Parker,
Linda Oliver, Debbie Rooker, Marlene Beach and Robbie Martin.
The August ladies' day luncheon
has been changed to Wednesday.
Aug. 14, so that the teachers will
have the opportunity to attend.
Lynn Griffiths and Margaret Maddox will be chairmen of the
hostesses.

Beth Haley gets
Clark scholarship

S. at Puryear
901-247-5665 914;
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-5.4

Beth Haley has been awarded the
Mona Esther Clark Memorial (for
Missions) scholarship by the Bible
Department at Freed-Hardeman
University, Henderson, Tenn.
Haley, a sophomore social work
major at FHU, will receive the
scholarship for the next academic
year.4
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Haley of Farmingon.
Freed-Hardeman University is
accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to
award bachelor's and master's
degrees.

Hugh Doom named
to the Dean's List

Pamela Dawes, outgoing president of Singles Organizational
Society,
was presented with a cake and an award for outstanding service
as a
token of the group's appreciation for her work during the past year
at a recent meeting. She will be serving as public relations director
during the coming year. Jeanne Fleming is serving as president
for
the current year. The group meets each Tuesday at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce building.

Hugh Doom is among approximately 660 students at the University of Evansville, Evansville, Ind.,
named to the Dean's List for outstanding academic achievement
during the 1990-91 spring
semester.
Doom, son of Hugh and Cynthia
Doom, has been named to the list
for the sixth time.
To attain the Dean's List, a student must have earned a 3.5 or better grade point average (GPA)
while carrying 12 or more hours of
credit.
The University of Evansville is
an independent, co-education,
Methodist-affiliated institution
located in southwestern Indiana.

Searching for answers to all
those who what.where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

17e-roas-ok.
Hostess Kethesn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Indelsona KoNg 492 $348

The 119th Annual Session of
Kentucky Christian Missionary
Convention concluded Saturday,
July 20, at Clay Street Christian
Church, Paducah..
Topics discussed were faith,
obedience and evangelism. Also
workshops on stewardship and
financial planning for the church
were conducted.
Vice President Donnie Walkup
said the convention's goals were to
establish patterns in the areas of
evangelism, faith, spirit and stewardship in the church.
Keynote speaker was Elder
Robert W. Dickerson who is founder and pastor of Bethany Christian
Church, Cleveland, Ohio. He
served 35 years as a member of the
board of directors of National Convocation (Disciples of Christ).
The host pastor was the Rev.
James Trimble of Clay Street

Linda's
First Quality Formal Wear
Prom • Pageant
Wedding Attire

753-0489

The staff at JC Penney Styling Salon would
like to welcome their newest stylist Melissa
Chambers.
Melissa invites all her old customers to visit
her at her new location and welcomes new
customers to stop by and meet her.

BrInts Wommack

20%

June Taylor

off All Perms and Relaxers

Includes shampoo, haircut and style. Long
hair and design wraps extra.
Sale price effective through Saturday.
July 27". Percentage off regular prices

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
'Valerie Boyd

Lee Ann FlIbeCk

Pam Ruddle

Call For Reservations or Just Stop In
1-800-525-7845 or 1-800-599-USEW

Hwy. 68, Near 1-24,
Exit 16 Reidland

Three area persons received
degrees in the spring commencement exercises at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.
They included the following:
Benjamin Yoo. P.O. Box 101,
Hazel, Bachelor of Science;
Jeffrey Kent Filbeck, Rt. 2, Box
331-A, Benton, Bachelor of
Science;
Steven Taz Nelson, Rt. 6, Benton, Bachelor of Science.

6th & Main

PFAFF

Sewing Machine Co.

Area persons are
granted degrees

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

641

Wednesday, July 24
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Learn the new tips, tricks and techniques of making lingerie, sportswear
,
tailored clothing and home decorations on your
PFAFF Serger.
Ifyou don't own a Serger yet, this will show you it 's capabilitie
s and help you
decide whether or ngt you need one.
Classes taught by Judith Kurth, PFAFF Educationa
l Consultant

Church.
The convention in 1992 will be
held at Midway, Ky., College,
which is part of the Christian
Church Disciples of Christ.

Now Taking on Consignment

FREE Serger Seminar
Tuesday, July 23
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
David West, Mayfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Milton C. West,- Ben and John
of Union City, Tenn., and Kim
Potts.
A potluck luncheon, visiting and
picture making were high lights of
the day.

Ross Insurance Agency

Weddings & Things

Diane Durr

Hello
Stranger!

Harold's family — Mr. and Mrs.
Harold West, Mrs. Bob Sircy and
Laura, Mr. and Mrs. Hal West and
Luke of Nashville, Mrs. Jack Holland, Taylor and Mary of
McKenzie,Tenn.
Amy Lois' family — Mr. and
Mrs. Billy (Amy Lois) Evans,
Graves County, Dr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Green, Samuel and Karen,
Murray.

Annual convention held

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial Baptist Church/2:30 p.m.

MOOSe W0111ell Make (1011/1HO/I

hay, Kenneth Dillihay and Virginia
Beth, Miss Martha Dillihay, Miss
Mary Jane Dillihay, Mrs. Margaret
Shirel of Drakesboro, and Miss
Marilyn Dillihay of Nashville,
Tenn.;

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

SALON HAIRCARE PRODUOlt

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday
10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
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MSU to name finalists for basketball post today
•

By DAVID RAMEY
f's

Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Murray State's search committee
will complete stage one of their
work tonight at 5 p.m. when they
announce the finalists for MSU's
basketball head coaching position.
The committee is expected to
name up to five finalists who will
be invited to campus for interviews

beginning Wednesday, with the
university hoping to name a coach
on Thursday or Friday of next
week.
The Ledger and Times has
learned that former MSU assistant
coach Mark Bernsen is one of the
finalists for the position and will be
on campus later this week. Bemsen
is currently an assistant at Southwest Missouri.

Over 60 applicants contacted the
university since Steve Newton resigned on July 10 to become the
new head coach at South Carolina.
Other names mentioned for the
vacany include Andy Russo, former coach at Washington; Al
Brown, an assistant at Minnesota;
Scott Edgar, an assistant at Arkansas; Steve Steinwedel of Delaware;
Russ Bergman of Coastal Carolina;

Don DeVoe, former coach at Tennessee; and Joe Dean of Central
Florida.
The committee is scheduled to
annouce the format for the interview process and the names of the
coaches who have been selected as
finalists.
University officials have said
they would like to have a coach on
board by August 1, and university

vice president Don Kassing said
the university remains committed
to that date.
University president Dr. Ronald
Kurth, who has been out of town,
is scheduled to return to campus
late Wednesday night
Newton served as Murray State
head coach for six years, compiling
a 116-65 mark and winning four
straight OVC championships.

Oaks title easy as 1-2-3 for Cothran
Oaks member wins in playoff
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

This putt won the
Oaks Invitational for
Roy Cothran.

For Roy Cothran, winning his second Oaks title was
easy as 1-2-3.
On the second hole of a playoff with friend Jerry
Parker, Cothran used a long drive, a perfect approach,
and a solid 10-foot putt to shoot an eagle 3 on the
par-five No. 2 at the Oaks Country Club and win his
second Oaks title in three years.
Cothran felt he had let Parker slip away on the first
hole of the playoff.
"After I gave him the first hole, I just decided to go
for it on the second one," Cothran said. "That's the
point when you trying to get to. Usually in practice,
you're approaching every shot like it's a playoff hole,
and it just so happen at the right time, I hit the three
shots just like I wanted to."
Parker's tee shot on the par-4 first hole didn't get
the distance off the tee, and he was forced to go over
the trees. He hit long, but Cothran's second shot, from
a downhill lie, also was long, and both chipped to the
green and two-putted for bogey-five.
On the second tee, Parker's shot went way right,
while Cothran went left but long, and his approach

—

was a perfect 10-feet from the pin.
"I wanted to go to the left," Cothran said. "The second shot wasn't as easy as it looked. I thought I hit it
over the green."
But instead he hit it short of the cup, and after Parker's fourth shot rolled off and he settled for five,
Cothran buried the eagle putt for the tournament title.
Oaks pro Charlie Hargrove said it was a very successful tournament, and a change in fighting the field
led to better scorers.
Cothran and Parker both shot 142s, while Raz Villanova, Sonny Gibson and Roger Williams tied for 143
in the championship flight. Monty Newcomb and Jeff
Wiseman both fired 144s to finish tied for sixth.
In the first flight, Brian Henson was the winner
with a 146, while Mike Hendleyfired a 147 for
sconed. Robert Billington and Howard Boone tied for
third with a 148. Mitch Moss and Mike Wicker tied
for fifth with a 149.
Purdom Lovett and Robert Adams shared the honors
in the second flight with a 155, while Jick Peck, Stan
Sosna and Joe Garland tied for third with 156s.
Lawrence Philpot, Charlie Henson, Burton Young and
Eddie Wright all shared sixth place with 158s.
(Coned on page 9)

Baker-Finch celebrates after winning British title
SOUTHPORT, England (AP) — Ian Baker-Finch, so
mechanical on the course, so emotional off, took charge of the
British Open on the final day at last and floated away in a
sweet blur of tears and champagne.
He cried when he hugged the trophy, cried more when he
spoke to the crowd. He wept with his wife and daughter and
mates from Down Under, who toasted him with bubbly and
relished Sunday's 1-2 finish of Australians, neither of them
named Norman.
These were different tears from the ones Baker-Finch shed
for an hour after blowing the lead as a 23-year-old at St.
Andrews in 1984. Different from the ones last year, when he
was blown away by Nick Faldo in the final round.
Intrepid, efficient and accurate from the tee to the green,
Baker-Finch learned from those failures and didn't repeat
them as he shot a 66 to beat countryman Mike Harwood by
two strokes with an 8-under-par 272.
Baker-Finch's one regret was the mob of fans that crushed
around him dangerously on the 18th fairway, denying him a
chance to savor his stroll to the final hole.
"I didn't really smell the roses until I got through the
crowd," he said wistfully.
In truth, his ceremonial marcT began when he left the
seventh green with his fifth birdie tucked away after a 15-foot
putt and his first British Open title virtually assured.
From that moment on, no one threatened and Baker-Finch
never seriously faltered. There was as little drama on the
course as there was in the sky, with the breezes unusually
tame on a warm, golden afternoon on the coast of the Irish
Sea. Bees and butterflies played among the wildflowers and
fans lazed on the slopes beside the greens.
All along the way, though, Baker-Finch's caddy kept him
pumped up, pushing him to go for the pins, not play safe, not
let up.
"You're the champ, pard, you're the champ," said the caddy, Peter Bender, who wanted his man to get the feeling of
being a champion and playing like one.

Bender knew about winning in the British Open, having
caddied for Greg Norman when he won in 1986.
"Greg's more a power player," Bender said. "Ian wears
you down. He's kind of a jabber, keeps stabbing you, cutting
you, nicking you."
He nicked a piece off par with a 12-foot putt on the second
hole, sliced another stroke off with a 10-footer on the third. A
superb 3-iron — "my best shot all day" — put him 6 feet
from the pin on No. 4, and he holed that out to go 3-under for
the round in four holes.
It didn't matter that Jodie Mudd had just grabbed the clubhouse lead with a 63, a stroke better than Baker-Finch's dayold course record and the lowest final-day score in the British
Open's '120-year history. Nor did Fred Couples' 64 pose any
threat, or the 66 that Norman shot or the 69 that BakerFinch's partner, Mark O'Meara, was heading for.
Everything was falling in place for Baker-Finch. and he
tromped with a smile over Royal Birkdale — assiduously
avoiding the willow scrub, evergreen stands and tall rough —
as if the Royal and Ancient Club had laid out a carpet just for
him. Throughout the route, a youth with an Australian flag
jogged ahead and hoisted it above every tee and green.
A great drive on No. 6 and the long putt on No. 7 put
Baker-Finch at 9-under for the tournament and in the control
position he'd never enjoyed in a major event.
"He was just like a horse," Bender said. -He put his
blinkers on and just went about his business. He played
almost a perfect round. I just told him to play with confidence, play aggressively. When a guy is playing that good,
why pull back on the reins."
Someone asked Bender if had any unusual clubs in the bag,
and the caddy from Santa Cruz, Calif., pulled out the putter.
"This thing — it's on fire. Aaaggh!" he shrieked jokingly,
before dropping it as if it had burned him.
Said Harwood: "The first nine holes he just blew the tournament away."
All through the day. Baker-Finch drove and hit irons with

Swimmers
close with
championship

machine-like precision. He got into trouble just once, when he
conservatively hit a 3-wood on 10, a 395-yard par-4, and
dumped the ball in a fairway bunker. He had a bad lie,
knocked it out with a sand wedge about 30 yards and wound
up with his first bogey.
He played the next six holes at par and then felt his only
real pressure as Harwood, a hole ahead, birdied 16 with a
20-foot putt that left him only two strokes down.
Baker-Finch heard the crowd roar for Harwood's birdie,
and boldly tried to match him. His 6-iron from the middle of
the fairway on 16 plopped down 2 feet past the pin before it
bounced another 15 feet. He settled for par and went on to 17
still two strokes ahead.
This time, Baker-Finch would not be denied. He boomed a
drive perfectly down the fairway, but mishit a 5-iron to the
apron about 50 feet in front of the pin. He ran a putt 3 feet
past the cup, then knocked it down for the birdie that gave
him a three-shot lead with a hole to go.
Harwood, who finished with a 67, admired his rival's gutsy
style.
"He was hitting great shots, using his driver. You don't use
your driver if you're playing safe," he said. "That shows a
little character. He gets so in front and he's still flying it. I
got a little jumpy when I missed the green on 14. On 17, I
was jumping out of my shoes."
Now, for the first time, Baker-Finch doffed his blue visor
and waved it to the cheering crowd, both knowing he had a
lock on the title that had so long eluded him and that he considered the most important in the world.
He could afford a bogey on 18, the result of his aggressive
play and movement in the crowd that bothered him when on
his drive.
"I hate to make an excuse for a bad shot,. but I felt I was
being stampeded there," he said.
He recovered witha 6-iron, but then was jostled and nearly
trampled by the surging crowd coming in behind him and
from all sides as he approached the green.

Weatherly's RBI single
gives Pony League wins
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Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray Lodger & Times Sports

Preston Weatherly was a hero
Saturday.
Weatherly's two-out RBI single
in the bottom of the eighth inning
gave the Murray-Calloway County
Pony League all-stars their second
straight district title.
Weatherly scored Shane Raspberry with the winning run, at the
district tournament in Calvert City
Saturday, as Murray outlasted Marshall County, 15-14.
The Murray Pony League stars
now advance to the national regionals in Lafayette, Ind. on Friday
at 8 p.m.
Weatherly, Shane Schroader,
Timmy McDaniel, Jason West and
Sean Waller all doubled for Murray, while Travis Anderson had
two hits and Jay Herndon, Jason
Grogan, Raspberry and Weatherly
all had singles.
• • • •
The Murray 10-year-old stars
were in the driver's seat Saturday,
but they crashed and burned by
dropping a 6-4 contest to Marshall
County on Saturday and losing
another 6-4 contest on Sunday.
The Murray stars got great pitch-

The Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team concluded their season
by placing first with a score of 548
in the annual Murray Kiwanis Invitational held July 20.
Scott Kellie and Caleb Johnson
went undefeated and Brandon Kellie, Nathan Hughes and Megan
Malinauskas each won three individual events. David Moore, Heather
Jedan and Peter Johnson also had
first place finishes.
Contributing second place points
were Sam Green, Nicole Jedan,
Joey Woods, Jimmy Simmons,
Brian Hughes and Matt Westphal.
Having third place finishes were
Jason Brittain, Robbie Fitch, Sara
Williams and Ryan Domescik.
Others scoring place points for the
Murray team included Shawn Kellie. Brian Kurz. Adam Folsom.
Denise Moore, Emily Simmons,
Jennie Jones, Coutney Potter and
Katie McNeary.
Brett Nance, Chris Woods, Allison Cantrell, David Chu, Tim
Vaughan and Hillary Belcher all
anchored first place relay teams.

'MVO.

•
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Murray's Chris Baurer fires to the plate Sunday afternoon during the
10-year-old championship game.

ing Saturday, as Markiese Foster
and Shane Andrus tossed a threehitter and struck out eight, but
Marshall put four on the board in
the first and Murray couldn't overcome the Marshall lead.
Andrus had two hits, Foster
drove in three runs, Chris Baurer
had a hit and joined Josh Oakley in
putting down the sacrifice bunt.
Saturday's loss forced Murray to
face Marshall on Sunday for the
title, but once again Marshall
plated four in the first to take command. Murray's defense kept the
10-year-olds close, but Marshall
was too much to overcome.
Murray travels to Mayfield for
the Mayfield tournament this week,
with both the 9-and-10-year-olds in
action. The 10-year-olds face the
host Mayfield team tonight at 6
p.m.
• • • •
The Lakeland Senior Babe Ruth
team was eliminated on Saturday
from the Kentucky West State
Tournament at Murray's Reagan
Field.
The Lakeland team lost a heartbreaking 3-1 decision to South
Central Saturday morning, and then
lost a 16-4 contest to Owensboro to
complete their season.

Sports Writer
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SOUTHPORT, England (AP)
— Twice before he had been
close, tantalizingly close. Close
enough to know there was still
some distance between them,
close enough to wonder how
much farther he still had to go.
In 1984 and 1990, Ian BakerFinch teed off as part of the
final group on the final day of
the British Open and both times
the man who played alongside
him finished the tournament by
hoisting the silver claret jug
above his head.
And so for the briefest
moment Sunday, exactly when
the sailing was at its smoothest,
he found himself wondering
whether it could happen again.
Whether, after all this time and
all that heartbreak, he was
finally going to become that
somebody instead of that
hyphenated somebody-else.
"The only negative -thought I
had all day was when I got to
four or five under," BakerFinch said. "That's when I
thought I'd better not stuff it
from here on out or I'd really
cop it."
But rather than "cop it," a
term his countrymen use for
"catching hell," the movie-star
handsome Australian caught fire
instead. He cut the heart out of
his competitors and a swath
through Royal Birkdale with birdies on five of the first seven
holes en route to a 66 and
8-under-par 272, ensuring by the
end that there could be no one
else.
"I guess I can talk like a
person with experience now,"
Baker-Finch said, "instead of a
person who is still gaining
experience. Experience means
going out there and playing like
you know how."
In fact, he picked his way
through this minefield of a golf
course with the assurance of a
man in possession of the only
map. Every so often, he would
look up at the leaderboard
before settling over the line of
a putt, knowing that, for once,
he had the luxury of just keeping it close, plucking the occasional birdie and waiting to see
what — if anything — the rest
of them had left.
And one by one, the contenders and pretenders fell away.
Three-time champion Seve
Ballesteros — who had run him
over en route to the 1984
championship at St. Andrews —
started the day a stroke behind
Baker-Finch at 3-under-par, but
was never a threat after bogeying two of the first three holes.
Two-time and defending Open
champion Nick Faldo — who
had virtually ignored BakerFinch while crafting his own
legacy with a record-setting performance last year — was never
in the hunt after a 75 Saturday.
Former Open champion and
countryman Greg Norman — in
whose shadow Baker-Finch and
a host of other talented Australians continue to langiiish —
got as close as two under, but
his charge was nothing more
than a distant echo.
In fact, the last shot fired by
anyone that really had a chance
of wounding Baker-Finch came
from playing partner Mark
O'Meara at No. 17. After a
birdie at the 15th left him four
under and within four shots of
Baker-Finch, O'Meara launched
an eagle try from 8 feet. The
ball caught the left edge of the
cup, rolled 130 degrees along
the back lip and spun out.
O'Meara looked in disbelief
to his friend and Florida neighbor. Baker-Finch turned up his
palm in a gesture that said, "I
have no idea how that didn't
fall." After that, O'Meara fell
over on his aching back in a
gesture that said "I surrender."
The most difficult thing left
to do to claim the jug was to
get through the mob that rushed
to close off the 18th green
before Baker-Finch could reach
it. He got jostled and smacked
about the head and shoulders.
"The only thing I regret
about the whole tournament,"
he said, "was walking up the
18th. I'm sure the marshals and
the police did what they could,
but I felt like I didn't get time
to stop and smell the roses.But soon enough, he emerged
at the front of the throng, a
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Actions& Reactions
GOLF — LOCAL
Sign-up for the Murray High School boys
and girls golf teams will be on Thursday,
August 1 at 9 a m at the Murray Country
Club This is an informational meeting.
forms will be distrubeted For more information, contact Judy Muehleman at
753-4126

Canadian Tour's Windsor Charity Classic
on Sunday. Erickson finished with a
17-under 271 total.
COLUMBUS, Ind. (AP) — David Berganio of the University of Arizona
defeated defending champion Michael
Combs 4 and 2 in Saturday's 36-hole
final of the U S Amateur Public Links
championship at Otter Creek Golf
Course

GOLF
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) — Dillard Pruitt, a six-year pro who had never
finished higher than ninth on the PGA
Tour, shot a 6-under-par 64 for a two
stroke victory in the PGA Tour's Chattanooga Classic on Sunday. Pruitt finished
at 20-under 260, tying the tournament
record set last year by Peter Persons on
the 6,641 -yard Valleybrook course
Lance Ten Broeck closed with a 67 to finish second at 262 Dave Rummells, who
shot a 9-under 61 in the final round, tied
for third with John Daly (66), Steve Lowery (67) and Jim Gallagher Jr (67) at
264
NEW ROCHELLE, N Y (AP) — Betsy
King lost all of a five-shot lead, then rallied for a 2-over-par 73 and a one-stroke
victory over Ayako Okamoto in the LPGA
Big Apple Classic on Sunday King finished .with a 5-under 279 total- on the
6,109-yard Wykagyl course. Okamoto
shot a 67 for a 280 total Caroline Keggi
(68) and Elaine Crosby (72) tied for third
at 283.
AURORA, Ill (AP) — Mike Hill shot a
5-under-par 67 for a two-stroke victory
over Bob Charles in the Ameritech Senior
Open on Sunday. Hill finished with a
16-under 200 total on the 6,840-yard
Stonebridge Country Club course. Charles closed with a 64 for a 202 total. Al
Geiberger shot a 68 and finished third at
204
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Sean
Pappas, who began the Hartland Classic
with a round of 59 on Thursday, shot a
3-under-par 68 Sunday for a six-stroke
victory in the T.0 Jordan Tour event.
Pappas, a 25-year-old native of South
Africa, finished with a four-round total of
32-under 252 over the 6,350-yard Hartland course. His opening-round 59 was
the lowest in a PGA-approved event
since Al Geiberger's 59 in the second
round of the 1977 Memphis Classic He
followed the 59 with rounds of 61 and 64
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — Olin Browne
shot a 4-under-par 67 for a two-stroke
victory over Ted Tryba and John Ross in
the Ben Hogan Tour's Hawkeye Open on
Sunday. Browne finished with a 14-under
199 total on the University of Iowa's
6,692-yard Finkbine course.
EVERGREEN. Colo. (AP) — Bill Loeffler birdied the first hole of a playoff to
defeat Steve Schneiter in the Colorado
Open on Sunday Loeffler shot a
5-under-par 65 and Schneiter carded a
69 for 7-under 273 totals on 6,971 -yard
Hiwan course
WINDSOR, Ontario (AP) — John
Erickson shot a 3-under-par 69 for a onestroke victory over Bradley Hughes in the

AUTO RACING
TORONTO (AP) — Michael Andrew
recorded his fourth victory in his last six
races with a record-setting performance
in the Toronto Molson-lndy With only
one early full-course caution flag slowing
the race for four laps. Andretti averaged
99 143 for the 103 laps, easily breaking
the mark of 95.991 set by Emerson Fittipaldi in 1987 Mario Andretti, Michael's
father and teammate, was 15 85 seconds
back in second Bobby Rahal finished
third It was the 28-year-old Andretti s
18th career victory and his second on the
1 78-mile. 11 -turn temporary circuit at
Toronto's downtown Exhibition Place
Rahal leads the younger Andrew
139-116 in the driver standings after 10
of 17 races
LONG POND, Pa. (AP) — Rusty Wallace won the wreck-marred, rain shortened NASCAR Miller Genuine Draft
500 on Sunday for his second victory of
the year Wallace, driving a Pontiac, had
the lead after 176 of 200 laps when the
race was stopped. Two hours later, the
race resumed under caution for three
laps before rain came again, ending the
race Mark Martin finished second and
Geoff Bodine third, both in Fords
MORRISON, Colo (AP) — Defending
champion Joe Amato continued his domi
nance of Bandimere Speedway on Sunday, winning his fourth consecutive Top
Fuel title in the NHRA Mile High Nationals. Amato drove his Team Valvoline
dragster to a final-round time of 5 052
seconds at 274 64 mph, defeating Tommy Johnson Jr., who clocked 5 259 seconds at 259.74 Mike Dunn captured the
Funny Car title and Warren Johnson took
the Pro Stock championship

BASEBALL
MONTREAL (AP) — The Texas Rangers acquired pitcher Dennis "Oil Can"
Boyd from the Montreal Expos on Sunday for minor league pitchers Jonathan
Hurst and Joey Eischen and a player to
be named later. Boyd, 31, was 6-8 with a
3.52 ERA for the Expos

CYCLING
ALES, France (AP) — Miguel lndurain
of Spain retained the overall lead Sunday
in the Tour de France as three-time
champion Greg LeMond of the United
States failed to make up ground. Moreno
Argentin of Italy won the 15th stage, a
146-mile trip from Albi to Ales, by more
than a minute. Indurain finished 43rd for
the day, along with most of the other
leaders, leaving the overall standings
unchanged at the top

Hall honors inductees

Oaks title ...

Jenkins, who also was an avid
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.(AP) —
Rod Carew, Gaylord Perry and Fer- hockey player. "She always knew
guson Jenkins had the biggest wel- this was the game I wanted to do
coming committee ever for their
wholeheartedly."
big day.
Jenkins and the PanamanianCarew, Perry and Jenkins joined
born Carew were greeted by fans
the ranks of baseball's immortals from their native countries
Sunday as they were inducted into sprinkled among the crowd waving
the Hall of Fame along with Tony flags.
Lazzeri, a key member of the New
"I never even dared dream a day
York Yankees' juggernauts of the like this would arrive," said
'20s and '30s, and Bill Veeck, Carew, who hit .328 in 19 seasons
maverick owner and master
with Minnesota and California.
showman.
"This is the greatest honor, the
The three modern-day stars, ultimate measure of reaching the
whose careers shadowed one top of one's profession."
another from the late '60s to the
Perry, almost as famous for
early '80s, were welcomed by 31
throwing spitballs as he was for
Hall of Famers, the most ever to
winning 314 games in 22 seasons,
gather at Cooperstown.
was tongue-in-cheek when talking
During his acceptance speech, about his days of doctoring the
Carew turned to his fellow Hall of ball.
Famers and said, "Thanks to all of
He jokingly blamed one of his
you for moving over a little and catchers for first getting him to
making space for me in your throw a spitter when he came in to
shrine."
relieve in the 13th inning of a
The day was especially emotion- 23-inning game in 1964.
al for Jenkins, the first Canadian
"Kid, it's time to put something
inducted into the Hall. Jenkins' on the ball," Perry said the catcher
wife, Maryann, was injured in a car told him.
accident last year and died in JanuAmong the Hall of Famers who
ary, days after Jenkins learned he returned Sunday were Perry's San
had been voted into the Hall of Francisco Giants teammates, Willie
Fame.
Mays, Willie McCovey and Juan
His father, 82-year-old Ferguson
Marichal; Jenkins' Chicago Cubs
Jenkins Sr., was in the audience. teammates, Ernie Banks and Billy
"This day also belongs to my
Williams; as well as Joe DiMaggio
father," Jenkins said. "It was my and Ted Williams.
father who instilled the love of
DiMaggio, owner of the record
baseball in me."
56-game hitting streak, and WilThe Hall of Famer also remem- liams, the last major leaguer to hit
bered his mother, Delores, who .400, received the longest ovations
never saw her son play because of of the day, 50 years after the seaher blindness.
son of their enduring feats.
"My mother knew before I did
which sport I should play," said

3 00

2.00
1.75

50c

Lessons By Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152

MURRAY, KY

Agillik
NISSAN

Sizzling Summer Savings

milly

Entire Nissan Inventory

of Murray
BUSINESS • HONE • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King
mamassasom

901 Sycamore

Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
GB
Pot
Pittsburgh
56
629 —
33
New York
582 4
311
53
St Louis
48
527 9
43
44
478 13'n
Chicagg
48
Montreal
4'
51
4.46 164
Phi ledsKihl4
435 IT,
40
52
West Division
L
Pct
GB
Los Angeles
51
560
40
Morita
47
42
5211 3
Cincinnati
45
45
500
San Diego
44
473 8
49
San F ranasco
51
40
440 11
Houston
37
54 .407 14
Saturday's Gem'.
Los Angeles it hew York 7
Crnonnati 3, Pittsburgh 2
Sin Francisco 5. Montreal 3
Chcago 6, Houston 0
St Laos 2. Atlanta 1
PNiadelpha 4. San Diego C
Sunday's Games
San Francisco 3, Montreal 2
New York 9, Los Angeiee 4
Atlanta 5. Si Laws 1
Chcago 4, Houston 2
San Diego 5, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 6. Cincinnati 0
Monday's Comae
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. 7 35 p in
Houston at Sr Lours, 8 35 p itt
Only games schoduled
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta (Lsiaarich 9-7) at Prttsburgh (Drab. 9-9).
7:35 pm
Cinonnan (Myers 4-6) at Chcago (Lancaster 5-4).
8435 pm
Houston iDeshares 3-7) at St Laos (B Smith 84).
835 pm
Montreal (De Martnez 10-61 at San Diego (Benet
4-101. 1006 pm
Philadelphia (Greene 7-3) at LOS Angeles (Morgan
9-5), 10 35 pm
Ni. Yon. (Viola 11-5) at San Francisco (Black 6-8)
10.35 pm
Wednireday's Games
Cincinnati at Ch.cago, 2 20 prn
Atlanta at Prttsburgh 7 35 p m
Haston at St Loins. 835 pm
Montreal at San Diego, 1005 WM.
Ni. York at San Francisco 10 05 pm
Philadelphia at LOS Angeles 10 35 pm

753-8355

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Earl Division
L Pet. GB
W
Toronto
55
591 —
38
41
D411,
47
44
518
7
New v
44
44
11'n
500
Boston
46
45
495 9
kereaukais
41
50
451 13
Elainmore
54
37
407 17
CiewiWand
31
344 22-4
59
Wein Dwrieron
W
L Pct, GB
Minnesota
591 —
38
55
Texas
47
41
57,
514
Chicago
46 42
5i.
533
Oakland
49 44
527 6
California
516
47 44
7
Seams
7
516
45
48
Kansas City
43
473 11
46
Saturday's Gams*
lAnnesota 5. Boston 0
Kansas City 8. Detroit 4
New YoM 5 Oakland 1
Chicago 7. Mhwaukee 6 10 innings
Seale 5 Baltimore 1
Texas It Toronto 6
Cleveland 4 Catania I
Sunday's Gamow
iAnnesaa 14. Boston
Seale 6. Baltimore 4
Mhwaukite 2. Chicago
Kansas City 8, Detroit 4
Cleveland 5 Callornia 2
Oakland 4 Ni. YOelk 2
Texas 6 Toronto 5
Monday's Games
Milwaukee at CNC490, 805 pm
Boston at Texas, 8:35 pin
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gamma
Sean,' ‘R.Johnson 7-7) at New York (Kari-wedlock
4-I). 730 p rh
California (.1 Abbott 9-9) at Baltimore (11.4c)onatd 4-31
7 35 p m
Oakland Meth 8-6) at Clovikand (4004 -8). 7:35
pm
Mnnesota (Morns 13-61 at Detrot (Tanana 6-6), 735
pm
Toronto ICandott 9-81 at Chicago (Fernandez 4-7).
805 pm
lakvaultee (Navarro 7-7) at Kansas City 1GubicZa
4-5) 8.35 pm
Boston P-tarns 6.9) at Texas (Ryan 5-51 835 Pm
Wedne•day's Games
Seattle at New York. 730 pm
Castorna at Baltimore 735 p in
Oak.and at Cieveiand 7 35 p in
1Annesota at Deirot, 735 pm
Toronto at Chicago 835 pm.
Mivaukee at Kansas Crty. 835 pm
Boston at ..as 835 pm

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

AA/AAA 9,44,R,A,
FOR THE LOWEST
PRICES IN TOWN.
Installation and Service

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 South 12th (641 South)

753-4563

You don't stop playing just because the game's
over. Our exceptional assortment of sportswear
features the latest in functional style combined
with the quality and comfort for which Umbro
is known.
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Sport Umbro today
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'91 Nissan Stanza XE - 4 door automatic, A/C, cassette, full power
pkg., stock #4034
List $15,490.00
SALE $12,750.00

Att.
f.,e7

/ze

04014"
uwars.#10161
.

‘-h

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Plus every Nissan in inventory drastically reduced to make
room for '92 models coming in soon.

"EVERTTHING FOR THATIPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

—Sale Ends August 2nd-

- Carroll Nissan tiN_L___
„Th
issAN
So0 Chestnut
[filISSANJ

>7)

\%)

'91 Nissan Maxima GXE - automatic, stock *4098
List $19,675.00
SALE $16,798.00
'91 Nissan Hardbody Base Truck - 5 speed, stock #4078
List $8,845.00
SALE $7,396.00
'90 N
2 door, 5 speed, new, full warranty, A/C
SALE PRICED $7,850.00

Murray, Ky.

The Insurance Center

rt Umbro.

(Cont'd from page 8)
few steps ahead of the wildeyed kid wildly waving the
Australian flag, walked onto the
dance floor and executed the
last few steps.
And then he cried for a
moment, remembering how he
had started down that path by
leaving the family farm in Australia at age 15 to apprentice
himself as an assistant club pro
... how he had kicked about
Australia, Asia, Europe and the
United States trying to scratch
out a living and coming up
short ... how he had twice been
close enough to win the title he
had dreamed about since he was
a 'youngster.

'91 Nissan Stanza XE - 4 door, automatic, A/C, cassette, stock #4036
List $14,300.00
SALE $11,750.00

3.00

ond. Ricky Atkins fired a 180 for
third, while Rodney Key and David
Martin tied for fourth with a 182
and Richard Young, Billy Morton
and Joe Pat Lamb shot 183s for
sixth place.

Writer ...

'91 Nissan Stanza XE - 4 door, 5 speed, A/C, cassette, stock #4058
List Price $13,525.00
SALE $10,995.00

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

(Cont'd from page 8)
Greg Morris won the third flight
with a 160, while Steve Gordon
was second with a 161. Richard
Smith finished third with a 162,
while Randel Colley and Mike
Schroader tied for fourth with a
165. Monk Stations, Fred Green
and Jimmy Felts each shot 166s for
sixth place.
Max Walker won the fourth
flight with a 165, Richie Lang and
Doug Walker each fired 168s to tie
for second. Randy Brandon fired a
170 for fourth, while Mark Smelser, Dan Bair and Norman Lang
tied for fifth with a 171.
In the fifth flight, Matt Bartholomy shot a 174 to take first, while
Chad Jenkins shot a 177 for sec-
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Braves continue to
feast on Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The way Manager Bobby Cox sees it, the Atlanta
Braves don't need any help in the second half to stay in the National
League West race.
"I like this team just fine," Cox said after the Braves and Steve Avery
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 5-1 Sunday to pull within three games of the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
The Braves are 9-2 since the All-Star break, and have been winning
without slugger Dave Justice (.297, 11 home runs) and first baseman Sid
Bream (.287, nine home runs), both out with injuries.
"We'll be fine when we get those two back, and we have enough pitching," Cox said.
Ron Gant, who hit his 19th home run and sixth against the Cardinals,
agreed with Cox's assessmeni
"We're picking up ground in the pennant race without those two
guys," Gant said. "If we stay close until they get back, we can catch the
Dodgers."
Cardinals manager Joe Torre said Atlanta should make a strong bid to
win the division.
"The only question mark I see on their team is the bullpen," Torre
said. "I wouldn't say they have a real strong closer like Lee Smith or Rob
Dibble."
The Braves won nine of 12 in the season series against the Cardinals.
"I'm just glad we're done with them," Torre said. "Let them beat on
somebody else."
Sunday's victory was a combination of strong pitching and timely hitting that took advantage of four SL Louis errors, including three by third
baseman Todd Zeile.
Avery, 21, gave up only two hits and a run in 7 2-3 innings in 97-degree heat, becoming the youngest pitcher in Atlanta history to win 10
games. He said the Braves' young pitchers have a goal of starting at least
36 games each.
"If we all start 36 times, that means we're all having a good year,"
Avery said. "I've started 20, and that means I need 16 more. The wins
will take care of themselves."
Gant's two-run homer in the first inning gave the Braves a 3-0 lead and
Avery the confidence to challenge the Cardinals. Avery said the Cardinals
seemed anxious at the plate.
"I had good breaking stuff that they were jumping at," Avery said.
"Maybe they didn't want to stay out there in the heat, either."
"He (Avery) didn't get into many long counts on the hitters today," Cox said. "You get in trouble on a day like this when you go 3-1 and 3-2
on the hitte.o."
The Cardinals' Omar Olivares (3-2) gave up four runs and four hits in
six innings. He struck out seven and walked three.
Atlanta took a 3-0 lead in the first on Deion Sanders' third home run
and Gant's homer. Terry Pendleton scored on Gant's homer after Zeile
dropped his foul pop and then booted his grounder.
SL Louis, which lost for second time in six games, got a run in the
bottom of the first on Zeile's sixth home run.
Atlanta scored in the sixth on Francisco Cabrera's RBI double and got
another run in the eighth on Cabrera's sacrifice fly after a throwing error
by reliever Juan Agosto.
Torre said he wasn't concerned about the Cardinals' poor fielding_
"We lost because we only got three hits in the game, not because of
the errors," Torre said.
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1203 Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.
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We Want To
Empty Our Lot
NOT Your Pockets!
At

PEPPERS
'91 Chrysler 5th
Ayes V-6, Loaded
Factory warranty.

'91 Dodge
Dynasty: V-6
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Officials say dam project will disturb wildlife in refuge
civil-works project the corps has
ever attempted.
Wildlife officials said the disruption caused by the construction
could drive away bird populations
they have worked hard to attract,
particularly two pairs of bald
eagles that nested in the area within the last two years.
The locks and dam project will
bisect the prime feeding spot of the
bald eagles.
Wildlife officials are also awaiting the annual return of Canada
geese, whose numbers during
recent winters have climbed to
100,000 or more. Mallards, black
ducks, wood ducks and other
waterfowl also feed at the refuge

OSCAR, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
wildlife officials are worried that a
dam project on the Ohio River will
affect wildlife populations in the
nearby Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area in far western
Kentucky.
Because of heavy traffic on the
Ohio River at that point and deterioration of the concrete locks, the
Army Corps of Engineers plans to
replace two locks and dams in that
area with two 1,200-foot locks and
a single dam.
Construction for the Olmsted
Locks and Dam project is slated to
begin in late 1993 or 1994 and take
12 to 14 years to complete at a cost
of $1 billion, the most expensive

during spring and fall migrations.
"Waterfowl are very skittish by
nature, and when you put a pile
driver out there and boats and
barges and lights 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, it's going to
have a negative impact on them,"
said Charlie Wilkins, supervisor of
the wildlife area.
The geese could be scared away
to neighboring states, not to return
for decades, said Ronald D. Pritchett Jr., coordinator of the migratory
bird program for the state Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
"I think the hunters and the
sportsmen could be the big losers
here ... If you want to use the

Loaded, Factory
warranty.

'90 Honda Civic
Wagon: 7,000

'89 Jeep Grand
Wagoneer: V-8
leather, Loaded
local trade.

'89 Dodge Dynasty:

'89 Ford Escort
Wagon: 5 speed,
A/C. Local Car.

'89 Hyundai GL: 4

In a March 1991 report, he estimated that it could cost the local
economy $20 million to $35 million during the construction if the
geese are frightened away.
The original environmental
impact statement called for construction to be halted during the
crucial winter months, which
would protect the geese population.
But the corps now wants to work
year-round, said Wayne Davis,
environmental section chief of the
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
The project also threatens one of

Corps officials also said the project will benefit shippers and the
region's long-term economy. The
corps estimates that each dollar
spent on the project will produce
$3 in economic benefits, based on
cheaper river transportation,
increased potential for industry and
other such factors. -

"I look forward to practicing
medicine and meeting Ore
people in .1furray and
Calloway County."
--Robert korolevich,
Family Practitioner

Appointments will begin July 15.
Call (502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122

'88 Suzuki Samurai
Convertible:

Joe Dick, top left, President and Chairman of the Board of the Bank
of Murray and Dr. James Booth, top right, provost and Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs at Murray State University
congratulate Heather Key and Crystal Stallons.

35,000 miles. 1
owner.

Bank awards MSU scholarships

'88 Dodge Dakota:
V-6, auto. NC.
14,000 miles.

FOOD MART

'88 Dodge Lancer:
Auto., A/C,
windows. Loaded
local car.

Reg. $1.69

2 oz. SQUEEZE SIPPER
SPORTS CUP
(Whfie Supply Lasts)

'87 Nissan Stanza
GXE: Auto.
sunroof. Loaded
Clean.

'87 Cadillac
Fleetwood:

Filled with your choice of an ice-cold Pepsi fountain
drink. Choose from Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, Mountain Dew,
7-Up or Diet Pepsi.
Just purchase 8 gallons or more of our
Refills
quality Jr. Food Mart gasoline.
69'

'87 Pontiac
Sunbird: 4 door,
auto., A/C. 45,000
miles.

'87 Ford Bronco II:

A/C. Local car.

'86 Plymouth
Reliant: Wagon,
auto., A/C. Clean.

'86 Nissan 4x4: 4
Cyl., 5 speed,
wheels, stripes.

'86 Chevy Cavalier
Z-24: V-6. Loaded.
local car. Clean.

You won't want to miss our annual
Back-to-School section appearing in the
Tuesday, August 6th edition. You'll find
bus schedules, class room assignments,
school year calendars
the latest fall styles,
great buys on
school supplies
and more!
For
Advertising Space
Call

'86 Dodge Van:

Wintry Ledger & Times

Auto., A/C, AM/FM,
7 pass. Clean.

753-1916

'86 Honda Accord:
4 door 5 speed,
NC. Local trade.
"\Nhatever It Takes. We Want
to be Your Car and Truck
Company"

PEPPERS
co roodg.i.-ir 0
E.&
.......
2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Joe Dick, President and Chairman of the Board of the Bank of
Murray, and Dr. James Booth,
member of the Board of Directors,
expressed pleasure in making the
awards to the two deserving local
students.
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V-8. auto. A/C. tool
box.

'86 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: V-8, auto.,

15-member Board of Directors oi
the local bank in 1990. Designed to
assist a graduating senior of both
the city and county high schools
each year, a qualifying student
must meet certain requirements,
and must attend Murray State.
Recipients are selected by a cornmittee from each of the local
schools.

by Jeane Dixon

'87 Dodge Dakota:

V-6, auto. Loaded.
Local trade.

Heather Key, a 1991 graduate of
Murray High School, and Crystal
Stallons, a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School, are the
recipients of the Bank of Murray
Board of Directors' Scholarship to
Murray State University.
Key, who is the daughter of
Robbie and Reggie Key, lives at
1516 Oxford Drive in Murray. StalIons is the daughter of Patsy and
Junior Stallons of Route I, Dexter.
Each will receive $750 to be used
at Murray State University for tuiLion during their freshman year.
The scholarship, which is administered through the Murray State
Foundation, was created by the

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Brougham, De
Elegance. Loaded.

By order
Tales LS pr

INVIT
TO B
SCH
TRANS
BON
INSU1

Suite 204E, Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky

door. 5 speed, NC.
39,000 miles. Clean.

7

the Missouri economy vs. Kentucky's economy," Pritchett said.

the few reproducing colonies of the
orange-footed pimple back mussel,
a species that is on the federal
endangered species list, Davis said.
Chuck Schumann, a spokesman
for the corps in Louisville, said
studies show that the location is the
soundest for the project. He said
the corps does not believe there
will be any serious environmental
impact.

Robert M. Korolevich, M.D.
Family Practitioner
announces the opening
of his practice for
Family Practice.

miles, Local 1 owner.

V-6, Loaded.
35,000 miles. Local
Car.

goose resource, you're going to
have to cross the river and put your
dollars in the Illinois economy or

Mary Ann Orr
Angie Herndon
Laura Dougherty

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Interesting new contacts will have a
profound effect on your professional
and personal success. Good friends
will help you land new clients in late
fall. A November business trip could
introduce you to someone quite fascinating. Romance beckons. A financial windfall will make the winter
holidays fun and carefree. Changing
your lifestyle in February of 1992
will bring a deep sense of contentment.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:pitcher Don Drysdale.
Justice Anthony Kennedy, author
Raymond Chandler, actress Belinda
Montgomery.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Avoid making unnecessary disclosures about any personal problems
you may have. Your attempts to drum
up fun on the social scene will be
rewarded by an unexpected invitation.
Romance looks very promising.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Think twice before announcing an
important decision. Time is on your
side. Refuse to cling to memories that
could impede your forward progress.
Devote yourself to humanitarian
causes and a fund-raising drive.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Avoid magnifying a minor problem
into a crisis. Your dedication to family
and friends will bring a lifetime of
joy. Expand your horizons through
reading and travel. Unusual experiences lead to fresh insights.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): A
friend shares a secret that you will
savor. Allow mate or partner to set
the pace for joint activities. Enthusiasm for a special project could tempt
you to make sudden schedule
changes.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): Financial
matters come under review. Although
it is summer, you still have a case of

spring fever! Stick close to home
base and entertain those to whom
you are indebted for past kindnesses.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
can set the pace in both business and
courtship today. A loved one shares a
happy secret. Be on the lookout for
real bargains. Afternoon favors the
solution of a mystery.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct. 22): Money
may be wisely budgeted but still not
meet your needs. Look for opportunities to earn extra income. Joint endeavors are favored. Discuss your
creative ideas and financial goals with
an enterprising friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You handle a variety of tasks quickly
and efficiently now. Considerable
progress can be made by the day's
end. A love relationship could reach
the stage where a proposal is forthcoming. Be sure.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Where money and relatives are
involved, use your intuitive knowledge judiciously. Talking over a decision with a close friend gives you
fresh insights.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Push ahead with business activities
and operations launched last week.
Someone who seemed inaccessible
may now be approachable. A platonic
relationship begins to heat up. Do not
make promises you cannot keep.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Business and career affairs may not
interest you as much as usual today.
On the other hand, socializing w ill
improve your marital prospects.
Know what is really important to you
in a long-term relationship.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Follow through on any new ideas or
instructions. Higher-ups are fair but
very firm. Short business trips are
unlikely to be worth the time and
expense. Use the telephone and fax
instead.

TODAY'S CHILDREN will take great pride in their achievements. They
work hard and expect to enjoy the fruits of their labors. These Leos' selfassurance is sometimes mistaken for arrogance. Yet their generosity is
legendary. They will go out of their way to help anyone in need of a hand.
Count on them to succeed at almost anything they undertake. They are born
leaders, whose enthusiasm rubs off on their followers.
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own dale of bath. call 1-900-911877811. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a minute
(To order,revised and updated copy of'cane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.1 oday and
Forever
How Astrotogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send S11.95 plus SI postage and
handling to
Dixon. c/o Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Sot 419150. Kansas City, Mo 64141 Make checks
payable to.
Andrews and Mchieel.)
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By order of Public Service Commission cue No. 91-148 May 1-91. Water
rates as prescribed for all customers of Murray No.2 W ater District as follows:
Residential Consumers
Less than 1,500 gallons
$4.61 (Minimum Bill)
Next 8,500 gallons
2.41 per 1,000 gallons
Next 40,000 gallons
1.41 per 1,000 gallons
Next 50,000 gallons
1.16 per 1,000 gallons
Next 400,000 gallons
.91 per 1,000 gallons
Over 500,000 gallons
.81 per 1,000 gallons.
Rates based on monthly consumptions

INVITATION TO BID
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL ACCEPT BIDS
FOR TWO ONE-HALF TON PICK-UP TRUCKS
TO BE USED BY THE MURRAY PUBLIC
WORKS & UTILMES DIVISIONS. SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE,5TH & POPLAR STREETS.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY. SEALED BIDS
SHOULD BE SO MARKED AND IN THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE BY 4 P.M. CST. AUGUST 6,
1991. THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST OR BEST BID OR REJECT ANY OR ALL
BIDS.

INVITATION
TO BID ON
SCHOOL
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE
INSURANCE
The
Calloway
County Board of
Education whose address is 2110 College
Farm Road, P.O. Box
800, Murray, Kentucky, hereby invites
you or your agent to
bid on insurance for
the school transportation vehicles operated in this school
district either by this
board or under contract to this board.

020
NOON
AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
•,
L/MalKIN.TN

Amor- 1 1

nu"OW 401.1
"NM
..•••■••
0.004

Mom.
1 -800-334 1203

020

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 253-2255

2

FOR
SALE
CHOW CHOW
DOG
Cream Colored
'100."

759-4552
A Local Church Congregation would like to get loan of
$60,000 for purchase of
church building property.
Would pay reasonable interest rate. Call 759-1602.

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
informati

POND Leaks? Processed
clay is the answer.
247-3042 M-F
'

1

1111PF

'...

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
Call and
place your
ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES
(502) 753-1916

LOST
Male Siberian
Husky
Crappie Hollow Subd.
REWARD
4364319 or 474-2028

PARKWAY Regional Hospital is building for the fu
ture We we seeking a
ARRT for CT and
general radiography on our
day shift Experience in CT
desired Competitive salary
and benefits Please send
resume to Parkway Regional Hospital, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY
42041, Attn
Linda
Johnson.

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

WENDY'S IS now accepting applications for parttime help, days and evenings Please apply in person, daily 2-4pm. 1111
Chestnut, Murray
030
Skustion
Wergild

SECRETARY needed
436-2156 or 437-4261
PART-time or full-time experienced grill cook is
wanted. Job pays $5.00/hr.
it qualified. Please apply in
person at Majectic Royale,
Holiday Inn, Murray.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You we
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E.0 E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J. T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 •
8a.rn.-11:30a.m

CONSORTIUM Training
Assistant: Murray State
University, in cooperation
with the Department for Social Services (Division of
Family Services Training
and Program Development
STANLEY Products call Branch) and Eastern Ken753-2342 for merchandise tucky University Training
and parties Winnie Love, Resource Center, seeks to
222 S. 11th Street.
employ a Consortium
Training Assistant (CTA).
The CTA will serve as liaiason among the cooperating
agencies, other CTA's
Custom Design Rugs across
Kentucky, social
Roils Of Carpet Direct Froto Any
service agencies in the
MC Of Your Choice At Whaleaak Pnces. Wa Delmar
community, and other uni404-695-0090
versity departments. The
CUSIOR1 Rugs, Inc.
CTA will assist in the deveFat/ 41141116-11061
lopment and delivery of
Child Welfare and Foster
Parent staff training in compliance with the Training
CANCER
and Program Development
Branch of DSS-Division of
INSURANCE
Family SerViCaS. A masNo age limit to apply. If
ter's degree in Social Work.
your present policy is
Counseling, Human Serover 10 years old, it
vices or a related area is
may not cover some of
required. Experience with
the newer treatments
social service agencies,
such as chemotherparticularly in rural areas
apy. For free informaand with training programs
tion call
in rural areas, is preferred.
Jerry McConnell
One year position with conInsurance
tinued employment contin
753-4199
gent upon extension of
low local claim service'
funding. Send a detailed
resume, three letters of recommendation, and three
additional references to:
Dr. Viola Miller, Dean. Center for Continuing EducaPara.:intik
tion and Academic OutIF anyone has information reach, Murray State Union Nancy Lorene Young, versity, Murray, Kentucky
Charles Russell, Nannie 42071 Position available
Young Lovins, or Pete Lee August 1. Screening of
Young, please call applicants will begin imme404-365-8487 ask for John diately and continue until
Chaney.
position is filled. Murray
MAY the most sacred heart State Universtiy is an Equal
of Jesus be glorified Opportunity/Affirmative Acthroughout the *odd now tion Employer.
and forever Most sacred COORDINATOR OF
Mt
heart of Jesus, I put my trust NORITY STUDENT AFin you Holy Mary, Mother FAIRS, Student Affairs
of Jesus, pray for me. St Full-time position to begin
Theresa of the Child Jesus, August 12, 1991 Qualificapray for me. St. Jude of tions: Bachelor's degree rehopeless cases, pray for quired; master's degree
me St Virginia Brimalda, and experience in higher
pray for me. Grant me this education preferred Skills
favor I ask, Instructions- and experience in programRepeat 9 times a day for 9 ming, counseling and perdays and publish and your sonal skill development we
request will be granted.
required Responsibilities.
RESEARCHING relations Responsible for providing
of James G. Hunt who was continuous support and asraised new Cherry Corner sistance for traditional and
His mother was Nancy non-traditional minority stuJane Hart, father was John dents. Responsible for all
C Hunt. He had 2 half aspects of minority student
sisters in this area; Hattie life on campus, with special
Poole and Lou-Ada With- emphasis on those progerspoon Any information rams which contribute to
on any of these relations the retention of minority
would be appreciated. Con- students Person will serve
tact: Faye Dill Knight, as a liaison among the adRoute 2, Box 279, McCrory, ministration, academic units and community Salary
AR 72101.
commensurate with qualifiST. Jude to Novena: May cations Screening of applithe sacred heart of Jesus cations to begin August 1,
be adored, glonfied, loved 1991 and continue until
and preserved throughout position is filled To apply,
the world now and forever send resume and referSacred heart of Jesus pray ences to lake Young, Offor us. St Jude worker of fice of Student Affairs, Ordmiracles pray for us. St way Kall, Murray State UniJude helps the helpless versity. Murray, KY 42071.
pray for us. Say this prayer
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
9 times a day, by the 8th Cabinets now accepting
day your prayer will be an- applications for workers
swered. It has never been Prefer experience. 409
known to fail Publication Sunbury. Behind Bunny
must be promised
Breed. Murray

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Ardelma
For Sat

SOMEONE to stay with el-\ derly lady. Light house
1
c rk and cooking druetiresr,
Send resume,
ences, to P.O. Box 1040D
Murray, KY 42071.

CERTIFIED lifeguard. Fulltime. 354-9066

VCR Service
Notice

Lost
And Found

240

Help
Warded

BUSINESS and residence
cleaning 8 years experience. References supplied
435-4146.
CARING to care for the sick
or elderly Best reference
Margaret 901-232-8693
LOVING mother will care
for infants and school age
children in her home near
East Elementary
753-5049
WILL do ironing and housekeeping. 753-1173
WILL stay with sick or elderly any shift. Good references and experience
Consider live-in. 753-4590
for information
1no
Business
Opportunity
RESTAURANT. Deli and
Office Equipment. New and
used Out of business
Many small items Pans
TN. 901-644-1115
110

InsovotIon

POOL Table 8ft wisolid
slate top $650 753-3116
160
Homo
FumishInga
DINING table, wrought iron
legs $150 759-4085

RATTAN dining table and
chairs. 753-3896.

Farm
Equipment
COMPLETE irrigation systern w/hard hose 435-4472
after 8pm

2(10
Sports
Equipinsitt
ONE year old men's Pro
Line golf clubs. Sand
wedge through 3 iron. Call
anytime and leave message. 753-5904.
210
Firewood
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood. We will cut and
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John
759-9710.

UNCUT,seasoned, cheap
753-5346 after 1pm
240
lAlscellansous
3./. horse Quincy COMMOf
cial air compressor. 3
phase. $350. 753-0062,
753-9714.
Wont
To Buy

1BR artfully decorated du- POODLE
plex Stove, refrigerator, 753-2068
ceiling fans $240/mo. Deposit required NO PETS!
753-8848 before 8prn

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver. 753-0277 or
759-1090. Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky

APPLES for pies and ap2BR and lbr furnished du- plesauce Four varieties o
plex apartments Quiet plums Large yellow swee
neighborhood near Univer- corn. McKenzie Orchard
sity. No pets 1 year lease 753-4725
available August 1
BISCOE peaches Ready
753-8585
Monday, 22nd, 8arn Bring
28R duplex Alice neighbor- your own container Hwy
hood, newly decorated. Re- 94W, thru Tr -City, turn
ferences, deposit required, right on Hwy 83. Watch for
no pets $275/mo. peach signs. $14/per
bushel. 1-382-2360
436-2816 anytime
2BR duplex oft 94 east BLUEBERRIES, you pick
$215/mo. Deposit required. $4 50/gallon 436-2680
Water furnished. NO
4 i0
PETS! 753-8848 before
Real
8PrnEstate
2BR garage apartment
18 ACRES for sale Lo
Partially furnished
$225/mo. 753-6148 after cated on Mayfield highway
Benton, KY 753-9206
6Prn34
GENTLY rolling acres, 3
CABIN for rent by day,
week. Lake front at Pine folds,some timber BeautiBluff. Furnished, sleeps ful building site with lots of
4-6. Deposit required. trees Septic, well, 24x30
$50/day. $250/wk. garage/shop Must see
489-2658
753-9658.

250
Businsto
Services
PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102,
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x50 BUDDY Sharpest in
the area Must see to belove Excellent for lake lot
Reduced to $3295 Gateway Mobile Homes
527-1427
10x52 HOUSETRAILER
with extras $2900
753-4285 after 3pm
12x65 3BR, 1 bath Good
condition
$ 4 50 0
759-1108
14x60 SUNSHINE Like
new 753-5346 after 1pm
(2) 3BR 2 bath trailers
1983 LaSalle, 14x80 w/
fireplace. $12,000 1982
Shultz 14x70 plus extension $9700 Call Roberts
Realty 753-1651
2BR. 1 bath, w/stove, refrigerator, W/D, 2 waterbeds. air conditioner
$2700 OBO 753-4525 after 6pm
CLAYTON 1991,
lots of options
zone insulation
Gateway Mobile
527-1427

14 wide,
Northern
$9995
Homes

ENERGY Efficient New
Homes. 14 wides starting at
$10,900. 16 wides starting
at $11,900. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Hwy 79E, Parts,
TN. 1-800-642-4891_

ACREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
ANTIQUES by the piece o $995 20x21 reg $1795 on
collections. Call 753-9433 sale for $1295 Call May- SEVERAL 12 wides.(Need
some repair) Starting at
after 5pm.
field 247-7831
$1295 Gateway Mobile
CASH for mobile home CHRISTOPHER'S COINS Homes 527-1427
tires $7-$12 each. We will is expanding! We now offer
remove. Will also buy ax- stamps and stamp supplies SHOP COOL!!! Air condiles. 527-2932
along with silver dollars, tioned double-wide lot
models!! Quality homes-proof
USED and antique furni- coins sets, U S and foreign low prices Dinkins Mobile
and coin supplies
ture, glass, tools, quilts
Coins and stamps are great Homes, Inc Lake Hwy,
901-642-6290
hobbies, they also make Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
wonderful
gifts and invest- SOUTHERN twin' 1991.
USED or junk air condition
ments. Visit us today at the 16x80 super deluxe. This
ers. 436-2904
Ox-Yoke Antique Store week only $17,900 with
(Hazel), Treasure House free underpinning. Gate150
and Book Rack (Murray), way Mobile Homes
Askiss
the
Mercantile (Aurora)and 527-1427.
For fads
the Book Shelf (Pans). We
500 GALLON ground type buy coins and stamps and
280
propane tank 10'x3 Can appraise estates
Robb
be seen at Calloway 502-753-4161
Homes For Rant
County Public Library M-F
9m-5pm Sold as is $450 CUB Fermat tractor. Hy- 2BR 753-9866
draulic lift and betty mower
753-2288
$1800. 753-0062, 2BR trailers. Appliances,
water, and trash pick-up
DP Gympac 1500, $120 753-9714.
furnished Coleman RE
Dehumidifier, air conditioner 753-4167 after 1pm FA BRIC•FABRIC•FA- 753-9898
BRIC 50% off! Country ReHAY, square bales of Al- mnants, Hwy 68-641 (Next to 3BR, 1 bath w/centrat HA
falfa, mixed Timothy/ Bonanza), Draffenville, KY $275/mo Water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
Alfalfa 345-2196
(Marshall Co.).
WANTED!We would like to
begin a Bible study in Murray for the purpose of start
ing a Christian and Mission
ary Alliance Church Are
you interested? For more
information phone collect
1-685-4318 or 683-8265

ICC IBM compatible computer. 5'h high density. 3'h
high density Hard drive
Key board Caller monitor
Letter perfect printer. Great
for business. $1000 neg
Must sell by August 1st
753-2243.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information Call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

"M.

Lola
For Salo

SINGER Electronic sewing
machine Model 2210 99
decorative stiches 3 yio
Used less than a dozen
times $900 new, asking
$250. 753-0062,153-9714

Will irrigate
tobacco.
Call
Ray Murdock
435-4178

Pets
& &valise

Art:
t.

TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Kroler living room suit, Ideal for yards and
plant
small desk, standard size beds 759-1828,
white folding door. All rea- Bogard Trucking753-2446
& Excasonably priced. 753-2289 vating Inc
LARGE office desk, dinette UTIUTY
Gem top for long
set w/4 chairs, sofa chair, bed mini truck
4 stock 14
all in good condition tires and
wheels for S-10
753-0331
753-7136.
LIVINGROOM Suite. Includes sofa, rocker, chair, 2 WOODEN storage buildwooden end tables and 1 ings. 8x16' starts at $1095,
coffee table
wood and 10x16' $1424.50, 12x24
' cushions). Reasonably $2395 Other sizes availpriced $300 Must Sell able. Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-7831
753-9869 after lOarn.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

140

380

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
"Q11

Produce

1 or 2BDRM apartment
753-4109

FOR Rent New 2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex with
garage at 1405 Michelle Dr
(off Northwood Dr) No
pets. 759-4586
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house. W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent siebsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

Puppies

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
440

Lots
For Sale

Houses
For Rent

BEAUTIFUL 2 acre lot in
2BEDRM house, great lo- good location,.juist-off Wiscation. S300/mo 753-6199 well Rd Call Jalln, Century
daytime or 753-9345 after 21 753-1492.
5pm. Ask for Sandy

3BR, den, 1 bath, appliances For lease.
Deposit-no pets. Discounted rent $420. 1704
Ridgewood. Go Wisweil Rd
left on Ridgewood, tan
house on right. 753-8734

WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas ca
blevison reasonably re
stncted for cottage only
753 5841 or 753-1566
460
Homes
For Salo
2BR wicarport outbuilding
on 3 lots near lake
$19,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR brick, 1'4 bath, fireplace. West of Gatesboro
$65,000. Also 3 city lots
$9,500 - $10,500
753-0800
BEAUTIFUL 5br brick 3
bath, 4 car garage On 4
acres, 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

COME SEE A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
DO you have a Real Estate Structures! Model now under
need? Call for a competent, construction on Hwy 280 East
knowledgable, caring (Pottertown Road). For infor
agent at Professional Real mation call 753-6807.
Estate 759-1591
COUNTRY Livin' 3BR, 2

140

FOR rent or trade for home
in Murray. Choice location
for recreation. 2 story brick,
3br, 2 bath, 1 car garage
with detached carport Located 94E, bordering KenLake State Park with lake
view. 474-8862.

WAKE up to birds singing,
surrounded by beautiful
trees, oak, maple, cherry.
dogwood Secluded, yet
close to shopping center
An unusual opportunity for
a choice site 100ft frontage, 182ft depth Wind
your driveway through the
trees Call 753-6453 to see

bath brick, 1 acre, low 60s
Bob Perrin RE. 759-1881
office, 753-3509 evenings
EXCELLENT location near
Murray High 3br, 2 bath
house C/G heat Completely redecorated and
ready to move into Mid
70's 753-5644
FOR Sale in Marshall
County 3br, 1 bath Bedford Stone Double carport,
outbuilding on 1h acres
New septic tank. Priced to
sell. 437-4244 before 6pm

,47
4
..6...
t
i a

NESTLED IN THE TREES
Immaculate home with central heat and air overlooking
wooded hillside. Property includes 13 acres with ham
and fenced area for horses. Just reduced to 56,500. MI.S
3456

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

763-1222

NEW 3br, 2 bath Available
Aug 1st. 753-7457
370
livestock
& Supplies
CLEAN HAY FOR SALE
Kirksey. 489-2773 after
5:30pm.
HORSES and ponies for
sale 753-2493
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 759-1823 or
753-4545.
380
Pots
& Supplies
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniels. 2 males, 4 femaies. Buff color, shots and
wormed. $85 489-2476
between 5 and 9pm.
AKC Toy Poodles. 3 males.
7 weeks old. $100/ea. 1
male 6 months old $100
Also have 1 miniature size
male 9 months old, $50
Call after 4pm 753-0769
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or predate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the followirquob openings
REGISTERED NURSE POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
GERIATRICS: 7-3 part-time and 3-11 PRN
SURGERY: 7-3 pan-time and PRN
ORTHOPEDICS: 3-11 full and part-time
MEDICAL/SURGICAL: 3-11 full-time charge
nurse, 3-11 full-time, 11-7 full-time
and weekend option
CRITICAL CARE: 11-7 part-time
HOME HEALTH: tut-time day shift
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT: 11-7 full-time
charge nurse
OBSTETRICS: 11-7 part-time
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319
Equal opportunos
Employer

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Hosting
And Cooling
23,000 BTU window AC
$150 759-1979
AIR conditioner repair
Free estimate 436-2904
lan
Business
Fientals
1800 Sq. Ft.
Warehouse
,Iot.lgtor 400{,11011 .101
uactung do. it at .
tt
It it

Allison Photography
753-8809
4 CAR shop with office Car
753 4509
BUILDING for automotive
clean up or repair Air corn
pressor, office hot water
gas heat 753-3018

PIZZA

PAIMAllits
Papa John's Pizza Now
Hiring For All Positions
-Assistant Managers
•Shift Supervisors
Drivers

-Counter Help
-Phone Personnel

Benefits',
Flexible Hours
Furnished Uniforms

Employee Discounts
Health Ins. Available

Apply in person

'110

Want
To Rant
WOULD like to rent small
farmhouse in Murray area
before August 1 waalace to
keep horses 762-6158
leave message

Dixieland Center (next to Big Kahuna)

Wed. & Thurs., July 24 & 25
5 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Equal 01200nUnitY

Ern 10Yr

7."
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CLASSIFIEDS
150

520

485

Howe
Fat We

Auto
Parts

BY Owner 3 story log
home, approximately 4000
sq ft decks. jazuzzi. etc
On 40+ wooded acres, very
secluded between Murray
and Pans Stocked lake,
custom built Appraised
$ 1 30 K + ,
$ 90 K
901-247-3374
GREAT Main Street Loca
lion' Gorgeous grounds
and pretty 3br home located near schools and
shopping Extra large city
iot beautiful hardwood
floors, and Florida room
Priced to sell at $67.500
MLS* 3400 Kopperud Re
ally 753-1222
HOMEOWNERS Dream New 3br home, 1575 Mockingbird Fan light accent
windows, large kitchen
Formal dining room Extra
large greatroom Walk-out
basement and much more
753-3903

FOR sale or trade 2 or 3br
brick home in Calloway
County 3 acres w/5 hookups for mobile homes Gas
heat, garage, carport. outbuildings Newly remod
eled throughout 753-5786
NEW on the market 4br 2
bath, central gas heat
cooling Full basement top
condition Bob Perrin RE
759 1881 office or
753-3509 evenings

NISSAN and Toyota rebuil
transmissions 5-speed
and parts 474-0116

WORLD OF SOUND
Your #1 Car Audio
Professionals Now
Offers Sales, Service & Installation
On All Brands
30

yrs. Experience

All factory stereos Repaired
222

S. 12" 753-5865

NICE 2br home in subdii,
sion Very close to city im
its 759-9840
PRICED for immediate
sale 3br. spacious house .
Central HA. remodeled 2
years ago. Kitchen, dining
room, utility room, I bath
No reasonable offer will be
refused Contact Kathryn
Glass at Roberts Realty
Murray

WATERFRONT Ky lake
IT'S Appeal Is Real' Large subdivision. 4br, 2 bath,
3br, 3 bath home built to w/covered dock 354-6006.
overlook part of the 93
acres that goes with the
470
sale Great cattle farm all
fenced and cross fenced
Motorcycles
Southwest area $144 900
86
YZ250,
85 HONDA
MLS* 3367 Kopperud Re
Goldwing 436-2667
ally 753-1222
NESTLED In The Trees' HARLEY Davidson black
Immaculate home with cen- leather ladies Jacket Size
tral heat and air overlooking 36 Excellent condition
wooded hillside Property Harley Davidson purse
includes 13 acres with barn 759-4439 after 5pm
and fenced area for horses YAMAHA Razz scooter
Just reduced to $56,500 Very cheap Black,49o:, no
MLS# 3456 Kopperud Re- license required, helmet inalty 753-1222
cluded One owner Call
Mike at 762-2558 Must
NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage, front sell
Porch, custom oak cabinets
w full lighted ceiling Qual
ity throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentm-Penner Homes NEW and used tires Key
759-4422 435-4013 or Auto Parts Hwy 121S
345-2462
753-5500

1976 OLDSMOBILE
59,000 actual miles New
set of tires Damage to left
front fender 753-4657 after
4pm
1976 TOYOTA Corolla
Best offer 759-1207

1978 MONTE Carlo Needs
motor, fair condition, sun
roof. chrome wheels Best
offer 436.2052
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, blue, 1 owner,
86,000 actual miles,
loaded. 753-9240

Kopperud Realty

1984 LINCOLN Mark VIII
Bill Bias series Extra nice
Must see to appreciate
489-2289 after 6pm

* SUMMER SPECIAL *

1985 TRANS AM. white,
red interior
t -top,
753-6705.

Tone Up & Feel Good
Tone For 1 Month $27.50
Good thru August

1987 DELTA 88 4-door,
loaded, V-6 automatic
474-2115 ask for Bob

Body Wraps - Lose Inches
Start Today
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

1987 NISSAN Pulsar, low
mileage, clean Good condition. $4800 Must sell
now. 753-4422.

GLORIA'S

1987 SABLE LS wagon
loaded, $5950 437-4639
or 437-4723
1988 CAMARO, red 21xxx
miles Must sell $7800
753-6741 after 5 30pm

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
'el fen ip voi car as a repesentatve selling insurance ail *sr franc
ieece croducts icir The Prudential roil be tirceltng ta cne of Ihe 100 Pesi
:wearies k:i sat br' Val gei scid ming, srate-oltheart sweat, a
:ornrxenensie :arncetisaocri package and cowl/sty lor mended earrings
;rata
=pr tttcre clammier. :al ire day Rick Maur. 3553 Park Plaza Rd Paducar
r 42001 '

254 0950

Th•tco boor CortverNot to SO For, MD KErksory ant Tn• Phrokp ,Jol Group
tr9 John Wavy & Sow Inc Now York 1969

Be a park of The Rock'
An eci.AI 04.7.>rturty errpoyer

ThePruderthal
ONG 7ro OrvOoniral insurance Company a Arner.ca

FOR Sale 1984 Olds Cutlass Supreme Clean and
runs great 753-1171
NICE 1956 Chevy street
rod
$6500 OBO
435-4336

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condibon $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1988 RUNABOUT Will sell
for pay-off 753-3682.
28FT cruiser, Bayline,
1986. A/C and new canvas
All electronics, sleeps six,
225 hours Teak interior In
water demonstration
502-362-4422

65 FORD Van, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $350.
753-0062, 753-9714

1965 KARMANN-GHIA,
one owner, rebuilt motor,
new upholstery Needs
body work Runs good
$2200 753-4161

Immaculate 3 BR, 2/
1
2 bath Canterbury home,
fresh on the market. Like new condition inside
and out. Call today! $115,000. MLS 3479

Phiont• -53-9M2S

dorms.

14FT tri-haul fishing boat
and trailer $595 OBO Ask
for John 759-9710

1977 FORD LTD New
paint, new tires Engine lust
re-sealed 753-2346

Used
Cars

1984 CELEBRITY V-6 Excellent condition $2350
753-2493

Sinithside Shoppin I tritrr

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU

1977 CAMARO LT, loaded
100,000 plus miles Needs
painting and some engine
work 489-2436 after 5pm

490

1983 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham Very clean,
good shape 753-2654
days, 753-9980 nights

753- r222

11 Maims

TAKE over payments 1991
Toyota Celica GT 5.000
miles, red, 5-speed w/
overdrive, loaded, sunroof,
wheels, windows and 36FT houseboat Fully
spoiler. 753-1073 or equipped Excellent condition Reasonably priced
436-5371
Will accept pontoon in
trade 436-2289
*95
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Vans
Condition $700 Call
1970 ASTRO boat 60HP James at 435-4425
Johnson Good condition
$1000 Must sell 753-2820
after 5pm, or leave name
530
and number at 753-5086.
Services
1978 FORD Step Van. %
Offered
ton, 10' aluminum body.
New steel belted radials, AlA Landscaping and
p/s, p/b, air, tilt. 753-9403. grounds keeping Mowing,
trimming, tree removal,
1985 DODGE Caravan. 7 hauling, mulching Major or
passenger Approximately minor cleanups 492-8254
200 miles on rebuilt, 2.6
engine. Automatic, cruise, Al TREE Service Stump
at. Looks and runs excel- removal and spraying. Free
lent. Arizona vehicle, no estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm: 759-9816, 753-0495
rust. $4950 436-5811.

1981 FORD LTD, white,
4-door, fair condition Good
for parts. 753-4529 before
noon, or can be seen at
1507 Clayshire Dr

711 Main

aosti

Uwe
Cars

1988 GRAND AM 63xxx
miles Excellent condition
New Michelin ores $6000
0130. 753-2512
1989 MUSTANG GT white
436-2817
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr, Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St,
753-0113.

500
Used
Trucks
1977 DATSUN king cab
$750 753-4314 evenings.
1979 FORD Bronco 4x4
351 auto, p/s and p/b, air,
runs good
$2500
436-5811
1985 CHEVROLET S-10,4
cyl, 4 speed Must sell
$1800 0E30. 753-3222.
1985 F-150 FORD Truck.
302 motor Utility bed.
527-1561
1986 MAZDA Pick-up
SE-5. 753-6675 after 5pm.
1986 MAZDA B-2000 LX
pick-up truck 436-5678
510
Campers

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759-1110.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
A-Z services. Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumbing, electrical, hauling, tree
work, landscaping. All around handy-man. Free estimates. 436-2868.

1968 AIRSTREAM. 30ft,
rear bath. Awnings allaround. Extra nice.
753-0114

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

1981 JAYCO Pop-up.
Queen, double, plus. Slide
out kitchen, self contained,
awning, spare tire. Excellent condition. $2,000.
376-5296, 376-5440
(Wingo).

BLACK TOP SEALER
Protect your driveway from
the long winter months
ahead For free estimate
call Robert Prescott at
753-9504

1989 24FT Winnebago
mini motorhome. 6,000
miles. Excellent condition.
$26,500 753-4389 or
753-5960

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30y rs. experience.
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett.

DODGE Mobile Traveler
RV Toilet, shower, A/C,
refrigerator, stove. Sleeps
4. 28xxx miles 753-3259
NICE 1983 VW Camper
Air and cruise. 442-1940.
520
Boats
& Motors
10x32 PONTOON house
boat Sleeps 4 Refrigerator, stove and bath 100HP
outboard. $3500 See at
Irvin Cobb 436-5811

BLUEGRASS Lawn Service Mowing, mulch, landscaping, hauling. Free estimates 753-1221.
BOGARD Paving. Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots. Over 20yrs.
experience. Free estimates 436-5501 or
437-4391
BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams 753-0563
BULLDOZING and backhoe. 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CARPENTRY, specializing
in decks, fences and arbors Also additions and out
buildings Commercial or
residential work. Fast, quality service References
available 759-1424 after
5pm

wol

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Mrray
Ledger lk Times classified department

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761
LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
EXPERIENCED Roofing
New roofs re-roofs tear
offs Free estimates
474-2021
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

C30

530
Services
Offered

Tc
left
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shot

560

Service.
Offered

Services
Offered

Free
Column

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape con
struction Free estimate
436-2744

Get Your Home
Ready For Summer!

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

WYATT Masonary Brick.
block, stone and concrete
Pour small foundations, pa
bus and sidewalks Quality
work at reasonable price
Call anytime 489 2982

FREE 8wk old black kit
tens 1 male, 1 female Well
cared for and accustomed
to children Free bag of
kitten chow with each
437-4290 after 5pm

Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Window.
Vinyl Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring,
Decks, Room Enclosure,
Carport

Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
* Quality Results *
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing.
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service. All work
guaranteed 492-8816

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock, 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823.
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.

HUDSON Company Land
soaping For free estimates
call 759-1823 753 4545 or
753-6773
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
*cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm. •

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential. fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs. experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOWING In-town only
Good cut trim all objects &
perimeters power blow all
walks, etc 753-0611 be
fore 8pm
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, re
sidenbal, commercial Free
estimates , 753-9785 or
753-3254

CUSTOM PUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS/ WOODWORKMG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SuNBURYTAURRAY (Betted Bunny Brsad)
753-5940

PROFESSIONAL Painters,
Inc. Total home improvement. Interior/exterior, &
landscaping Free estimates 753-3315 anytime

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484.

HAULING, yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

FREE kittens 753-2129

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034
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TREE & Bush removal Intown only. Free estimates,
quality work, good prices
753-0611 before 8pm
VCR REPAIR • Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri.: 753-0530
WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guaranteed 753-7953
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices, free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
WOOD'S Heating and
Cooling. We repair central
and window air conditioners. 759-1979, 753-0530.

•
RANISewers
NEAlE• Septic
BACKETanks
SERVICE
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

4894470

APPLIANCE IMPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

810

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*Al r Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steelemallbritten Inc.
m•E.'i Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because WE
Guarantee Our Work.
•

Mathis Transmission
Service
62-I N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

CATH

YOU'RE E
CATHY!
'NANO
HEAVEN'
4OU'RE

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting Co.
Reakientkil Painting
interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Gentry
fit 4 Boa 177A, 16.wrey, Ky. 42071

Corn mere ual

and
Reeidential

James C. Gallimore
Eleetric Service
Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
1502/759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

WM.

Travis Trucking qati
Gravel 'Sand •Whiterock •Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box. 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071

502-759-1039

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
Only$51
0
1

GUTTERS

Seamless

Aluminum Gutters
-Installed
-Repaired
-Cleaned

Randy Thornton Co.
802 Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-4:30

753-8181

WM BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
chain link fences. Home maintenance.

4894303
call: 753-1916
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
Cairn
is
tA 16
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TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Monday, July 22, the 203rd day of 1991. There are 162 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 22, 1934, a man identified as bank robber John Di!linger was
shot to death by federal agents outside Chicago's Biograph Theater
.
On this date:
In 1587, a second English colony — also fated to vanish under mysterious circumstances — was established on Roanoke Island off
North
Carolina.
In 1796, Cleveland, Ohio, was founded by General Moses Cleavel
In 1812, English troops under the Duke of Wellington defeate and.
d the
French at the Battle of Salamanca in Spain.
In 1844, Anglican clergyman William Archibald Spoone
habit of transposing words or parts of words while speakin r — whose
g resulted in
the term "spoonerisms" — was born in London.
In 1916, 75 years ago, a bomb went off during a Prepare
dness Day
parade in San Francisco, killing 10 people.
In 1933, American aviator Wiley Post completed the first
solo flight
around the world in seven days, 183/• hours.
In 1937, the Senate rejected President Franklin D. Roosevelt's
proposal
to add more justices to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1942, gasoline rationing began in the United States
during World
War II.
In 1943, Allied forces captured Palermo, Sicily.
In 1975, the U.S. House of Representatives joined the Senate
in
to restore the American citizenship of Confederate General Robert voting
E. Lee,
more than a century after his death.
Ten years ago: Turkish extremist Mehmet Ali Agca was sentenc
ed in a
Rome court to life in prison for shooting Pope John
Paul II.
Five years ago: For the first time in a half-century, the House
of Representatives impeached a federal official. Judge Harry E.
Claibor
later convicted by the Senate of tax evasion and bringing disrepu ne was
te on the
federal courts.
One year ago: Voters in Mongolia began casting ballots
in
Communist-ruled nation's first multiparty election ever. Americ their
an Greg
Lemond won his third Tour de France title.
Today's Birthdays: Rose Kennedy is 101. Sen. William Roth,
70. Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., is 68. Singer R-Del., is
Margaret
Whiting is 67. Actor-comedian Orson Bean is 63. Fashion designe
r Oscar
de la Renta is 59. Actor Terence Stamp is 51. Game show host
Alex Trebek is 51. Actor-singer Bobby Sherman is 46. Actor, comedian
and director Albert Brooks is 44. Actor Willem Dafoe is 36.
Thought for Today: "A community is like a ship; everyone ought
prepared to take the helm." — Henrik Ibsen, Norwegian dramati to be
st and
poet (1828-1906).
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Keith D. Barber, Murray State
University marketing major from
Murray, has been selected as 1981
Province 27 winner of the Thomas
Arkle Clark Award, given annually
by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
Calloway County Middle School
students receiving certificates in
Talent Identification Program and
Talent Search were Marcia Ford,
Beth Woodall, Regina Peeler,
Darin Loftis and Shane Wall.
Roy Boisture was winner with
Don Cothran and Truman Whitfield
tying for second place in Oaks
Country Club Men's Invitational
Golf Tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Gardner
will be married for 50 years on
Aug. 27, but a reception is planned
for Aug. 1 at University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
Twenty years ago
An all-time record enrollment of
3,311 is reported for the summer

term at Murray State University,
according to Wilson Gantt, registrar and dean of admissions.
Ernestine Venable was winner of
new Datsun given away at the
close of Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair. Gedric Paschall is pictured presenting the keys to Mrs.
Venable.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Seay, July 14,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Barnett, July 16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Filbeck Jr., July 17.
Murray High School Class of
1961 held its 10-year reunion at
Murray Woman's Club House on
July 3.
The Rev. Buck Morton is
evangelist at revival services at
North Fork Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Fair will open
July 24 on the Ryan property on
Chestnut Street, according to
Robert Hopkins, fair board

chairman.
Paul Jerry Lee, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Lee, is stationed with Air
Police Division of U.S. Air Force
in Iceland.
The Rev. James Tharp of Mayfield is the evangelist at revival
services at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip H. Murdock
and son, Jimmy, of Murray have
returned from a visit with relatives
and friends in Covington, Cincinnati, Ohio, Taylorsville and
Shelbyville.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Edmund Terry, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Outland, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Rudolph, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey Gore, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Curtis Crim, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Teddy Beane, a boy to Franklin and Jacqueline _Rushing, and a

DEAR ABBY: As a first-time
mother, I want to give our child the
best.Since Nicholas is now 19 months
old, he will soon be spending more
time with his paternal grandparents.
They crave all the time they can get
with him,and he loves them dearly.
It would also give my husband and
me a much-needed break if Nicky
could spend weekends and vacations
with his grandparents.
The problem is their grammar. It
is atrocious! The double negatives,
the "ain'ts," the sloppy way they
speak ("It's gonna rain Sa-erdee"),
etc.,just drive me batty! I don't want
Nicky to speak that way.And suppose
he picks up incorrect grammar from

his grandparents — am I to say,
"Your grandparents are ignorant"?
Compounding the problem is the
fact that I'm raising Nicky to be
bilingual. I speak to him in Greek,
and thus far that's the only language
he speaks. He is sure to pick up
English from playmates and other
sources.
In spite of the rubbish that exists
around most children today, I am
determined that Nicky will speak
properly, so I am at painful odds
what to do about his grandparents'
speech. Can you help me?
NICKY'S MOTHER

a close and loving relationship
with his grandparents will be of
greater value to Nicky than any
protection you can give him
against exposure to sloppy
grammar.
As the daughter of Russian
immigrants who came to
America as young adults with
virtually no knowledge of the
English language, I somehow
managed to learn how to speak
properly. And so did they. And
so will Nicky. Trust me.

DEAR ABBY: My neighbor lives
a few short steps from my back door;
DEAR MOTHER: Developing we haVe adjoining yards, yet she

BLON DIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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calls me on the phone intermittently
all day long —just to chat. I wouldn't
mind if she called once for a brief
conversation,butshe often calls three
to four and even five times a day,just
to ask me what I'm doing. She has
invited me over for coffee, and I have
invited her here — but once she's
here, she stays too long.
She's 35 years old, no children,
and doesn't want any. I work for my
husband's business in my home,and
this neighbor is getting to be too
much for me. I got an answering
machine, and she leaves messages
for me to call her. Should I call her
back or ignore her messages? I hate
to hurt her feelings, but I don't know
what else to do. I've even considered
moving,but why should I move when
I love this house?
STIFLED

DEAR STIFLED:You must tell
your neighbor that just because
you are home all day does not
mean that you are not working;
explain that you work for your
husband during the day.
Suggest that she do volunteer
work — there are numerous good
causes in every community.And
if she continues to leave messages, do not return her calls.
CONFIDENTIAL: To those
readers who have tried without
success to locate the Exchange
Club Center for the Prevention
of Child Abuse of Southern
Minnesota, the address is: 285
18th St. S.E., Owatonna, Minn.
55060. The telephone number is
(507) 455-1190. Child abuse is
everyone's problem, but by
working together, parents and
professionals can break the
cycle.

CALVIN and HOBBES
NOT UNTIL sfIN
FINiSN YOuR
SALMON

girl to *Mr. and Mrs. Richard W.
Olive.
Forty years ago
James Curd is pictured with Curtis Wayne Doran of Airlene Gas
Co., Murray, presenting him a Tappan gas range he won by answering
a question on a radio show, "Stop
the Music" on May 6.
Miss Clara Jane Miller and Russell Phelps were married July 19 at
First Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. D.N. White, Mrs.
Alice Jones and Mrs. Charles
Robertson have been vacationing at
Nashville, Tenn.
The children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren of Mrs. Muzetta Grogan had a reunion at Murray
City Park on July 8. It was the first
time in 23 years that all 13 children
had been together.
Miss Ruby Nell Herndon of
Dover, Tenn., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Roy Boatwright.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

CAN I BE
EXCUSED;
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WELL I COULDN'T
FIGURE GOT TH1S
SIISTRACTION
PRIJILETA 5:)I
PUT 'ATIMITA,
GEOQGIA" .

DR. GOTT

4
214
414‘f—

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
7-1Z

CATHY
YOU'RE BACK
CATHY I. OH,
THANK
HEAVENS!
YOU'RE BACK!

WIN? ND
50METHING
HAPPEN
WHILE I
WAS &ONE?

ARE YOU KIDDING?! I HAD
PRINCE CHARLES DIDN'T
AN4THiNG
TO fr011iROUSH THE WHOLE
SHOW FOR DI's 30TH
HAPPEN THAT
3ULIA ROBERTS FIAS40 WITH- BIRTHORY . ROSEANNE BARR HAD ANYTHING
OUT YOU !! THEN DONALD
REMARRIED HER HUSBAND... TO DO WITH
DWAPED MARIA ...THEN DON- PRINCESS CAROLINE WAS
THE OFFICE'?
ALD PROPOSED TO MARIA... SPOTTED WITH VINCENT
LONDON... MERYL STREEP
HAD ANOTHER BMW GIRL

Interplanetary luggage

AND ONE OF THE KENNEDYS
HAD A TATro0 REmatD !!

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Mature
4 Take as ones

own
9 Fondle

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

HAN!Mtainei.3 GONE)
Pr- LF1S1THE WHOLE RE.0-

IVE.6011

ROOM

THE-BEST- CUSHION,
PCG firsr-rtFO9CoRN!

is miNE

car.44

2HENNE.1- Cl1gN4R,

11j-1:
WES
ONLk/ ONE
-1t4ING ee'riER THFIN
OF0JiNG- EVEgyrH IN

FlN'Tt*T'S

,

Sc•NAF__
SWIM rr
1,0iTH

12 Hostelry
13 Renovate
14 Time gone by
15 Kind of apple
17 "Weeping''
tree
19 Male deer
21 Sodium
symbol
22 Skin ailment
25 Electrified

particle
27 In this
manner
31 Farmyard cry
32 Most suave
34 Negative

prefix

GARFIELD

mix-ups

35 Diocese
36 Pedal digit

37 Chaldean city
38 Ordered

41 — se-Tung
42 Great Lake
43 Vat
44 Swallow
eagerly
45 Sheedy ID
47 Face part
49 Rare:
uncommon
53 Aquatic
mammals
57 Vandal
58 Vigilant:
alert
60 Rodent
61 Still
62 Animal
63 One, no
matter which

Answer to Previous Puzzle
D
P0
E
RIE
E
A B
S A
EN A N T
A
A
0
O U
A
A U K
D A
A
RE
E NT'S
A S
NIA
0
0
0
A
TIC
E
N IR
K
S
S
A

DOWN
1 Ventilate
2 African
antelope
3 Abstract
being
4 Region
5 Harm

6 Running

16 That woman
18 Woodworker's
machine
20 Also
22 Priest's

7 Church
bench
8 "— Peaks'
9 Crony
colloq
10 The self
11 Haul

vestment
23 "In Living

MEM MENNE MAI
MUM MMOMMI MEM
MEM= MIME=
11111111 MIN
MEM MEd MEM
MEM MMOMEMMEM
ME MINI MOM Mu
EMMEMIUMM MEM
MINE EMU MOM
OM MEM
MAME =MOM
MEM MIN= 'ME
MEM MOM= MU
30

PEANUTS
_AND A TwooSANo YEARS FROM NOW
PEOPLE WILL LOOK AT WHAT WE kAVE BUILT
HERE TODAY, AND BE TOTALLY AMAZED...

DIAL-A-WORD

Clues for toda's erosword puzzle.

24 Negative
26 Items in a
backpack
28 Helium
symbol
29 Customary
30 Sharpen
32 Ocean
33 Bushy clump
35 Besmirch
39 Note of scale
40 Press for
payment
41 Greek letter
44 Obtain
46 Strikebreaker
48 Let it stand
49 Timid
50 Hint
51 Emmet
52 Female sheep
54 Period of
time
55 Hurried
56 Pigpen
59 Cooled lava

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702
I...ft. wow

...90.11•11111/11111011111,1.^.

DEAR DR. GOVT: Um a retired senior citizen with angina for which my
doctor has prescribed Procardia and
digoxin. During the hot, humid
months in Florida my condition is aggravated and something as simple as
dusting a table causes the chest pains
to begin, limiting me to a minimum of
physical exertion. Do I have to live
with this debilitating situation, or is
there some help for me?
DEAR READER: Angina is pain
caused by cramping of the heart muscle due to inadequate oxygen supply.
The symptom almost always reflects
arteriosclerotic narrowing of the coronary arteries.
Because the oxygen demands of the
heart vary according to activity, angina typically appears during stress.
exertion or exposure to cold. The pain
is usually relieved by rest and medicine, such as nitrates, which reduce
cardiac work.
Today doctors have an astounding
array of drugs to treat angina: nitrates. beta-blockers and calciumchannel blockers, to mention a few.
Your physician has prescribed Procardia (nifedipine, a calcium-channel
blocker) and digoxin (a heart stimulant) In many instances, this combination is an appropriate antidote for
angina. However, in your case, the
drugs do not control your pain satisfactorily: you still have symptoms
during routine activity. Therefore, I
believe a change is in order.
You may need more Procardia to
do the job — but not more digoxin. because this medicine can cause dangerous toxicity. Or, other drugs might be
more useful. For example. I'd try
Tenormin (atenolol, a long-acting
beta-blocker) in conjunction with nitrates (in patch. cream or pill form).
With careful supervision and close attention to your needs and symptoms,
the doctor should be able to discover
which medical treatment will enable
you to live a relatively normal, painfree existence.
In the event drug therapy is ineffective — or if your angina worsens despite it — you should have testing to
determine if you are a candidate for
coronary artery bypass grafting (surgery to bypass the narrowed coronary
arteries), balloon angioplasty (to correct the narrowing without surgery)
or one of the newer techniques (such
as laser therapy) to open clogged
arteries
You do not have to live with debilitating angina, help is available. Ask
your doctor about the suggestions I
made or request a second opinion
from a cardiologist. Uncontrolled angina should not be ignored: it can herald a heart attack, which is far more
serious and difficult to treat because
part of the heart muscle will be irreparably damaged
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Arraignment set
for man accused
of killing parents

OBITUARIES
Tabetha Joy Shelton

Joe Brown Crutcher
Joe Brown Crutcher, 81, Rt. 6,
Murray, died Saturday at 10:50
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired mechanic, he was a
member of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church where he served as a deacon, and of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Sept. 1, 1909, in Stewart
County, Term., he was the son of
the late Joe Crutcher and Addie
Wallace Crutcher.
One brother, George Willer
Crutcher, also preceded him in

death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Zilpha Brandon Crutcher; one sister, Mrs. Marjorie Jarman, Tampa,
Fla.; one niece, Mres. Cathy Morris, Buchanan, Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Gerald Owen will officiate.
Burial will follow in Petitt
Cemetery in Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call au the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Tabetha Joy Shelton, 15, Benton,
died Sunday at 8 p.m. (See accident story on page 2).
A member of Kirksey Baptist
Church, she attended Christian Fellowship School at Briensburg.
She was born Sept. 23, 1975, at
Murray.
Survivors are her father, Randy
Shelton, Benton; her mother, Ms.
Cillia Compton Shelton, Kirksey;
grandparentsi Junior and Janice
Compton, Kitksey, and Jimmy and
Shirley Sheltotie Mayfield; greatgrandparents, Coel and Irene Compton, Kirksey, and Mrs. Reva Shel-

ton, Murray;.
Also surviving are aunts and
uncles, Danny and Cindy Cossey,
Kenny and Ginger Overbey, and
Shayne and Laura Key; five cousins, Ben, Erica and Trent Cossey,
and Austin and Kacey Key.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Van
Russell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Kirksey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

Mrs. Wavii Vick
Mrs. Wavil Vick, 80, formerly of
RL 1, Hazel, died Sunday at 8:50
a.m. at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Glenda Bakise, Valrico, Fla.
The widow of Carl Vick, she
was a member of New Providence

Audie Lee
Miller
The funeral for Audie Lee Miller
was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Arnold Clawson officiated.
Pallbearers were Patrick Bowden, Michael Bowden, Russell
Gills, Joseph Trim, Kenneth Trim,
Vincent Miller, Mark Miller and
Allan Miller.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Miller, 85, died Friday at
7:30 a.m. at his home on Rt. 1.
Sedalia.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Conova Elizabeth Miller; two
daughters, Mrs. Mildred Ledbetter
and husband, Joe, and Mrs. Hazel
Bowden and husband, Warren, St.
Louis, Mo.; three sons, Bill Miller
and wife, Marlene, and Byron Miller and wife, Marilyn, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Dr. Adrian Louis Miller and
wife, Athena, Pisgah Forrest, N.C.;
one sister, Mrs. Ola Wilson, Mayfield; 15 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.

Mrs. Susan
J. Adams
The funeral for Mrs. Susan J.
Adams was Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. Mrs. Evelyn Bokken
officiated. Music was by Freda
Jones, soloist, and Dwane Jones,
organist.
Pallbearers were James Adams,
Barry Bailey, Mark Bailey, James
Owen, Rob Swanson and Keith
Donelson.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, 87, of 4427 Weddel, Dearborn Heights, Mich., formerly of Murray, died Wednesday
at 7:50 a.m. at Oak Wood Hospital,
Dearborn Heights.

Judge Weaks
appointed by
Gov Wilkinson
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
has appointed Mr. George Weaks,
who is County Judge Executive of
Calloway County, as a member of
the Solid Waste Reduction and
Management Plan Advisory Committee. Judge Weaks, is from
Murray.

Church of Chrisi
Born April 19, 1911, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas Mathis
and Bertha Lamb Mathis.
Mrs. Vick is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Bakise, Mrs. Vickie Bennett, Phoenix, Ariz., and
Mrs. Karla Hennigin, Akron, Ohio;
one brother, Harry Mathis, Paducah; five grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Irma Lee
Services for Mrs. Irma Lee were
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Steve Harper officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
pianist and vocalist..
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Lee, 47, of 211 Riveria
Cts., Murray, died Thursday morning at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Malachi
Linn Fortner
Graveside rites for Malachi Linn
Fortner, infant son, will be Tuesday
at 3 p.m. at Kirksey Cemetery. The
Rev. Heyward Roberts will
officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
The infant was stillborn at 10:45
p.m. Thursday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her parents,
Ronnie Linn Fortner and Rita Carol
Knight Fortner, Rt. 1, Almo; two
half brothers, Jason Fortner and
Joshua Linn Fortner, Almo; grandparents, Glenda Peppel and Irene
Knight, Almo, and Arnold Fortner,
Princeton.

Mrs. Phyllis
Lynn Emerson
Final rites for Mrs. Phyllis Lynn
Emerson were Sunday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and
the Rev. Wayne Carter officiated.
Gary McClure was soloist and
pianist.
Pallbearers were Larry Blakley,
Alan Cunningham, Jimmy Greer,
David Rayburn, Jerry Rayburn,
Sherrill Coursey and Ronnie Baker.
Burial was in West Fork
Cemetery.
Mrs. Emerson, 39, died Friday
morning at her home at 117 South
10th St., Murray.

Crider remains hospitalized
Michael D. Crider, the man who
was beaten Wednesday night on the
riverfront in Paducah, remains in
critical condition while police continue to look for two men they
believe saw his beating.
According to a published report,
a spokesman at Western Baptist
Hospital said Crider, of the 600
block of North Sixth Si, remained
in the intensive care unit Saturday
night.
Police said Crider was found in
his car after receiving a 911 report
at 11:48 p.m. of a man down at the
foot of Broadway.
Police said Crider had head injuries but declined treatment by
ambulance personnel. He was
reportedly taken tot he hospital by
friends and was admitted at 1:30
a.m. Thursday.
One of the two who police are
seeking is between 18 and 22 years

old with light brown or dark blond
hair cut short in the front with a
long braid in the back. He might
ride a 10-speed bicycle, police
said.
The second man, in his mid-20s,
has blond hair, a thin build and
wears glasses. Police think he
drives a light gray Chevrolet Monte
Carlo which was parked at Schultz
Park about 11:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Anyone having information on
the incident is asked to call detectives Sandy Joslyn or Kermit Perdew at 444-8553.

Lottery sales boosted
by Tennessee buyers
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennesseans crossing state lines
hoping to hit the lottery jackpot
have put eight Kentucky retailers
on its border in Kentucky's top 10
for ticket sales.
"It's the Tennessee business that
makes Leo (Reister) our No. 1
agent. People like to gamble," said
Jim Hosker, president of the Kentucky Lottery Corp. in Louisville.
He said Tennesseans spend about
$10 million a year and have won
$6 million intig prizes and $4 million in smaller winnings.
The Kentucky Lottery has generated $530 million with more than
$163 million going to the state,
$300 million for prizes, $28 million to retailers and the rest to the
lottery corporation.
Radio, television and newspaper
ads arc aimed at Tennesseans and
some courier companies buy lottery
tickets en masse for Tennesseans.
Reister is the No. 1 retailer of
Kentucky lottery tickets thanks to
Tennesseans who flock to his Convenient Food Mart in Middlesboro

MARTIN, Tenn. — A man
arrested on charges of killing his
parents is scheduled to be arraigned
at 1 p.m. today, police said.
David L. Hundley, 27, surrendered at 7 a.m. Sunday in nearby
Obion County.
According to a published report,
a spokesman for the Weakley
County Sherriff's Department said
an Obion County deputy in an
unmarked vehicle saw Hundley
walking across Red McCorkel
Road, and Hundley surrendered to
him.
Hundley is accused of fatally
shooting his parents, Thomas and
Shirley Hundley of Rt. 1 Martin.
The couple was shot to death
about 5 p.m. Friday in the bedroom
of their home, police said. Thomas
Hundley was shot once in the
upper chest and Shirley Hundley
was shot once in the head, authorities said.
The spokesman said Hundley
apparently left the family home in
a red 1991 Chevrolet step-side
pickup truck with Tennessee
license plates NPH-931.
Authorities said the pickup truck
and the .410 gauge shotgun were
recovered in the woods one, mile
from the Crockett Bend Road in
Obion County.
Hundley is being held in the
Weakley County Jail without
bond.
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Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
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Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

$2.95
MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

$10,900

33,xxx Miles
Very Nice
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Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

$3.99

I'retreat ()mins

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Our Huge 8 oz.
Top Sirloin Steak

Hwy. 641 S., Murray
753-1505

3-063-21
(502)

753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

'Hilhard Lyons is trading agent lor this clock.
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435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

Casual Atmosphere

3:t

435-4343 Bob Kemp

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

EVERY MONDAY

Complete
Spaghetti Dinner
w/Free Salad Bar

Treated Cross Ties

1--7

Tracy D. McKinney

.•

EVERY TUESDAY

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

A tradition in service
since 1981

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAIM= ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Choice of Potato, French Toast,
and Free Full Salad Bar

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Auto
/mmost
Life
47
Home /7e
Health
Business
Annuities

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Service July 22, 1991 Kentucky Purchase A/12 110, Market Report Includes 4
buying Stations Receip41: Act 301,Esl 500 Barrows& Gilts
30-1.110 Lower, Sows 1.1162.50 Higher,
US 1,2 230-230 On
045230
US 1.2 210-230 tbs
---S52.50-5100
US 2-3 234.2641
US 3-4 260-270 ths
Sows
/3100- 39.00
US 1.2 270-350 lbs
431100-39.00
US 1-3 300-400 lbs
/39 00-40 00
US 1-3 400525 lbs
/40.00-41.50
US 1-3 525 and up
.337.00.3&00
US 2-3 306500 lbs
Roan S3230.36-50

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

AGENCY

Prices as of 9 AM
Price

There will be a public meeting at the Hazel Community
Center on Thursday, July 25, at
6:30 p.m. concerning the recent
vandalism at the Hazel
Cemetery.
It is 'requested that all interested parties attend the meeting.
Volunteer work parties will
be formed to correct as much
damage as possible to the
cemetery markers, stones, etc.,
and to place the cemetery in the
best possible condition.
The work parties will meet`on
Saturday. July 27, at 8 a.m. to
begin repair work.
Further redecorating will be
held at the Hazel Cemetery on
Sunday, Aug. 4, 1-5 p.m., and
everyone with friends or relatives buried in the Hazel Cemetery is invited to decorate the
graves.

FAIN INSURANCE

Stock Market
Report
Company

Public meeting
set to correct
vandalism at
Hazel cemetery
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(Old Joe Ed Boyd's Welding Shop)
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We will be closed
on July 25 & 26 and
will re-open on
July 29 at our
new location.
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COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
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3

Blalock-Coleman
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Hours:
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
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